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Safety

Safety notices
Safety notices may be printed throughout this guide. DANGER notices warn you of conditions or
procedures that can result in death or severe personal injury. CAUTION notices warn you of conditions
or procedures that can cause personal injury that is neither lethal nor extremely hazardous. Attention
notices warn you of conditions or procedures that can cause damage to machines, equipment, or
programs.

World trade safety information
Several countries require the safety information contained in product publications to be presented in their
translation. If this requirement applies to your country, a safety information booklet is included in the
publications package shipped with the product. The booklet contains the translated safety information
with references to the US English source. Before using a US English publication to install, operate, or
service this product, you must first become familiar with the related safety information in the Systems
Safety Notices, G229-9054. You should also refer to the booklet any time you do not clearly understand
any safety information in the US English publications.

Laser safety information
All IBM Z® models can use I/O cards such as FICON®, Open Systems Adapter (OSA), RoCE Express,
Integrated Coupling Adapter (ICA SR, ICA SR1.1), zHyperLink Express, or other I/O features which are
fiber optic based and utilize lasers (short wavelength or long wavelength lasers).

Laser compliance
All lasers are certified in the US to conform to the requirements of DHHS 21 CFR Subchapter J for Class
1 or Class 1M laser products. Outside the US, they are certified to be in compliance with IEC 60825 as
a Class 1 or Class 1M laser product. Consult the label on each part for laser certification numbers and
approval information.

Laser Notice: U.S. FDA CDRH NOTICE if low power lasers are utilized, integrated, or offered with end
product systems as applicable. Complies with 21 CFR 1040.10 and 1040.11 except for conformance with
IEC 60825-1 Ed. 3., as described in Laser Notice No. 56, dated May 8, 2019.

CAUTION: Data processing environments can contain equipment transmitting on system links with
laser modules that operate at greater than Class 1 power levels. For this reason, never look into the
end of an optical fiber cable or open receptacle. (C027)

CAUTION: This product contains a Class 1M laser. Do not view directly with optical instruments.
(C028)

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2022 vii
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About this publication

This publication provides information that can be used to enable, order, and activate upgrades through
the family of flexible Capacity on Demand offerings for IBM Z, beginning with the IBM z15™, and IBM
LinuxONE, beginning with the IBM LinuxONE III Capacity on Demand offerings include:

• Permanent Upgrade
• On/Off Capacity on Demand (On/Off CoD)
• Capacity Backup (CBU)
• Capacity for Planned Events (CPE)
• System Recovery Boost Upgrade

Specialty engine upgrades are among the upgrades supported by Capacity on Demand offerings. For IBM
Z, specialty engines include:

• Integrated Coupling Facility (ICF)
• Integrated Facility for Linux® (IFL)
• z Integrated Information Processor (zIIP)
• System Assist Processor (SAP)

For LinuxONE, specialty engines include:

• Integrated Facility for Linux (IFL)
• System Assist Processor (SAP)

Note: Screen captures that appear in this publication may not be at the latest level. They are provided to
represent the task for reference and navigation purposes only.

Organization of this publication
This document contains the following information:

• Chapter 1, “Introduction,” on page 1 provides the information to help you select the solution that
best fits the needs for your enterprise and information on managing system capacity.

• Chapter 2, “Planning,” on page 3 provides information on what to consider when you are planning for
temporary and permanent upgrades.

• Chapter 3, “Enabling your machine to order upgrades,” on page 21 provides information on the
agreements you need signed and the IDs you need to have in place before you order your temporary
and permanent upgrades.

• Chapter 4, “Ordering,” on page 29 provides information and steps describing how to order your
temporary and permanent records using Resource Link®.

• Chapter 5, “Retrieving and installing,” on page 59 provides information and steps describing how to
retrieve and install your temporary and permanent records using the Support Element.

• Chapter 6, “Activating temporary upgrade records,” on page 67 provides information and steps
describing how to activate your temporary records using the Support Element.

• Chapter 7, “Deactivating temporary capacity,” on page 77 provides information and steps describing
how to deactivate processors or temporary model capacity using the Support Element.

• Chapter 8, “Deleting temporary Capacity on Demand records,” on page 83 provides information on
how to delete temporary records using the Support Element.

• Chapter 9, “Billing,” on page 87 describes how you are charged based on the upgrade that you
ordered.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2022 ix



• Chapter 10, “ Monitoring,” on page 89 provides information about the different functions available for
you to use to monitor your Capacity on Demand activity.

• Chapter 11, “Discontinuing and removing Capacity on Demand features,” on page 93 describes the
steps you must complete if you need to discontinue the use of and remove one or more of the Capacity
on Demand (CoD) features on a machine.

• Appendix A, “Status and Messages ,” on page 97 provides order status and product messages
pertaining to problems you may be experiencing.

• Appendix B, “Exporting your profile data,” on page 115 describes how to save your profile data.
• Appendix C, “Understanding the content of the Installed Records page in the Temporary Upgrades

window,” on page 117 describes the fields displayed on the Installed Records page in the Temporary
Upgrades window.

• Appendix D, “Notices,” on page 119 contains IBM trademarks and other special notices.

Related publications
Along with this publication, the following publications provide information about the functions and
characteristics of the Capacity on Demand products and applications.

• Processor Resource/System Manager (PR/SM) Planning Guide, SB10-7178
• SNMP Application Programming Interfaces, SB10-7179
• Hardware Management Console Web Services API, SC27-2642

Related HMC and SE console information
Hardware Management Console (HMC) and Support Element (SE) information can be found on the
console help system.

Who should read this publication
This document is intended for customers and enterprise decision makers to understand the On Demand
concepts and process for implementing permanent and temporary upgrades using Capacity on Demand
offerings. It can also be used by IBM® or Business Partner service representatives who install and
maintain system capacity.

Accessibility
Accessible publications for this product are offered in EPUB format and can be downloaded from
Resource Link at http://www.ibm.com/servers/resourcelink.

If you experience any difficulty with the accessibility of any IBM Z information, go to Resource Link at
http://www.ibm.com/servers/resourcelink and click Feedback from the navigation bar on the left. In the
Comments input area, state your question or comment, the publication title and number, choose General
comment as the category and click Submit. You can also send an email to reslink@us.ibm.com providing
the same information.

When you send information to IBM, you grant IBM a nonexclusive right to use or distribute the information
in any way it believes appropriate without incurring any obligation to you.

Accessibility features
The following list includes the major accessibility features in IBM Z documentation, and on the Hardware
Management Console and Support Element console:

• Keyboard-only operation
• Interfaces that are commonly used by screen readers
• Customizable display attributes such as color, contrast, and font size
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• Communication of information independent of color
• Interfaces commonly used by screen magnifiers
• Interfaces that are free of flashing lights that could induce seizures due to photo-sensitivity.

Keyboard navigation
This product uses standard Microsoft Windows navigation keys.

Consult assistive technologies
Assistive technology products such as screen readers function with our publications, the Hardware
Management Console, and the Support Element console. Consult the product information for the specific
assistive technology product that is used to access the EPUB format publication or console.

IBM and accessibility
See http://www.ibm.com/able for more information about the commitment that IBM has to accessibility.

How to send your comments
Your feedback is important in helping to provide the most accurate and high-quality information. Send
your comments by using Resource Link at http://www.ibm.com/servers/resourcelink. Click Feedback on
the navigation bar on the left. You can also send an email to reslink@us.ibm.com. Be sure to include the
name of the book, the form number of the book, the version of the book, if applicable, and the specific
location of the text you are commenting on (for example, a page number, table number, or a heading).

About this publication  xi
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Businesses must handle unpredictable market opportunities, customer needs, and external pressure
without missing a beat or interrupting existing processes. This means your IT infrastructure must support
changing business objectives. You should have access to the resources you need, when you need them.

This is the basic principle underlying the Capacity on Demand offerings for IBM Z and LinuxONE. The
Capacity on Demand offerings allow you to get the resources you need, when you need them.

Capacity on Demand offerings
The Capacity on Demand offerings provide permanent and temporary upgrades by activating one or more
LICCC records. These upgrades occur without disruption to the operation of the server.

Depending on the type of upgrade, you can order upgrades yourself using the Customer Initiated Upgrade
(CIU) application on Resource Link or you can call your IBM sales representative to order the upgrades.

Permanent upgrades
You can order permanent upgrades using the CIU application on Resource Link or through your IBM sales
representative to:

• Add model capacity
• Add specialty engines
• Add memory
• Activate unassigned model capacity or supported specialty engines
• Deactivate activated model capacity or supported specialty engines.

You can order permanent upgrades through your IBM Sales representative also to:

• Activate channels
• Activate cryptos
• Change specialty engines (recharacterization).

Temporary upgrades
Temporary upgrades are provided through the following offerings:

• On/Off Capacity on Demand (On/Off CoD) - This offering allows you to temporarily add model
capacity or specialty engines due to seasonal activities, period-end requirements, peaks in workload, or
application testing.

• Capacity Backup (CBU) - This offering allows you to replace model capacity or specialty engines to a
backup server in the event of an unforeseen loss of server capacity because of an emergency.

• Capacity for Planned Events (CPE) - This offering, for IBM z15 servers, allows you to replace model
capacity or specialty engines due to a relocation of workload during system migrations or a data center
move.

• System Recovery Boost Upgrade - This offering for IBM Z servers allows you to make additional zIIPs
temporarily available for a system recovery zIIP boost after planned or unplanned outages.

• IBM Z Flexible Capacity for Cyber Resiliency - This offering for IBM Z servers beginning with the IBM
z16™ allows you to shift production capacity between participating IBM z16 servers at different sites.

• Tailored Fit Pricing for IBM Z HW (TFP HW) - A specialized pricing offering for On/Off CoD that
supports charges based on the actual capacity usage rather than the capacity active.

You can order CBU, CPE, or System Recovery Boost Upgrade records, or related entitlements such as CBU
tests, using the CIU application through Resource Link or calling your IBM sales representative.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2022 1



You can order On/Off CoD records only by using the CIU application through Resource Link.

The process
Implementing the best Capacity on Demand solution to satisfy your requirements involves six steps:

1. Planning to determine your capacity needs
2. Enabling your machines to be ready for any upgrade
3. Ordering your upgrade records to have a solution readily available to use
4. Retrieving the required upgrade records
5. Installing the required upgrade records
6. Activating the specific upgrade processors.

Chapter 2, “Planning,” on page 3 through Chapter 6, “Activating temporary upgrade records,” on page
67 provide details on each of these steps.

In addition, Chapter 7, “Deactivating temporary capacity,” on page 77 and Chapter 8, “Deleting
temporary Capacity on Demand records,” on page 83 provide information on deactivating capacity
upgrades and deleting temporary records.

Note: This document will focus on using the CIU application through Resource Link to order permanent
and temporary upgrades and the Support Element function through the HMC to retrieve, install, activate,
and deactivate permanent and temporary upgrades.
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Chapter 2. Planning

Before it is time for you to actually order and activate permanent upgrades or temporary upgrades, you
should do some planning. This section describes why you would use each of the Capacity on Demand
offerings, the general structure of each offering, and items you should consider before enabling each
offering.

Permanent upgrades
Consider the following before implementing any permanent capacity and memory upgrades:

• Ensure that you enable your system well in advance of needing to place an order. (The enablement
process is described in Chapter 3, “Enabling your machine to order upgrades,” on page 21.)

• Determine what configurations you might need based on workload projections. For permanent
upgrades, workloads are usually long term and handle day to day productions.

• When ordering a permanent upgrade, you can order unassigned model capacity and supported specialty
engines without changing the active configuration.

• You can order a permanent upgrade and have it ready for download when the need arises. A permanent
upgrade record can be staged on the Support Element.

However, you cannot order another permanent upgrade until VPD is received that confirms the previous
permanent upgrade is installed.

• Before installing consecutive permanent LICCC upgrades ordered from both the CIU application on
Resource Link and your sales representative, carefully consider each upgrade's configuration and
the effect they may have on each other upon installation. Refer to “Considerations for ordering and
installing consecutive permanent LICCC upgrades” on page 4 for detailed information.

• Additional hardware cannot be installed using the CIU application through Resource Link, therefore,
ensure that all additional capacity required is already installed.

• The sum of active and unassigned PUs is limited by the hardware or drawer capacity.
• The 2:1 zIIP to CP ratio for IBM Z processor configurations applies to permanent upgrade orders. The

ratio may be a factor in limiting the number of zIIPs you can order.
• You can perform a permanent capacity upgrade when temporary records are activated on a server.

Refer to “Considerations while temporary upgrades are active” on page 5 for detailed information you
need to consider before performing a permanent capacity upgrade while temporary upgrades are active.

• You can order permanent upgrades through your IBM Sales representative to change processor types.
For example, you can convert an IFL to a zIIP or a zIIP to a CP. However, before you perform this
conversion, look at your LPAR and processor pool definitions. If the engine being converted is the last
engine of its type in the LPAR, you must configure the processor offline before applying the permanent
upgrade.

• Additional logical processors can be concurrently configured online to logical partitions by the operating
system when reserved processors are previously defined, resulting in image upgrades. The operating
system must have the capability to concurrently configure more processors online.

• LinuxONE processing unit minimums and maximums apply to permanent upgrade orders and may be a
factor in limiting the permanent upgrades you can order for a LinuxONE server:

– A LinuxONE Emperor supports two model capacity configurations: 400 (no CPs) or 401 (one sub-
capacity CP). Likewise, a LinuxONE Rockhopper supports two model capacity configurations: A00 (no
CPs) or C01 (one sub-capacity CP). Active model capacity must always equal the purchased model
capacity, so unassigning model capacity is not supported.

– Unassigning IFLs is supported, but at least one IFL must be active.
– ICF upgrades are not supported.
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– zIIP upgrades are not supported.

Considerations for ordering and installing consecutive permanent LICCC
upgrades

An upgrade that requires only reconfiguring a machine's Licensed Internal Code Configuration Control
(LICCC) to define its new, upgraded hardware configuration is referred to as a LICCC upgrade. All
temporary upgrades are LICCC upgrades and some types of permanent upgrades are LICCC upgrades.
Permanent upgrades that add model capacity, specialty engines, or memory are LICCC upgrades.
Permanent upgrades that deactivate or reactivate model capacity or specialty engines also are LICCC
upgrades.

The installation of a permanent LICCC upgrade is considered complete only after IBM has received and
processed the machine's updated Vital Product Data (VPD). After an upgrade is installed, the machine's
updated VPD is automatically scheduled to be sent to IBM within 24 hours. Upon receiving the updated
VPD, its processing includes making it available to the CIU application on Resource Link and to the
ordering system used by sales representatives to ensure that subsequent orders for upgrades are based
on the machine's newly upgraded hardware configuration.

You can order permanent LICCC upgrades using the CIU application on Resource Link, through your
IBM or Business Partner sales representative, or from both if necessary. However, to install consecutive
permanent LICCC upgrades ordered from both sources, you must install the upgrades in the same
sequence you ordered them (if you install an upgrade out of sequence, it will invalidate prior upgrades you
ordered earlier but did not install yet). You also need to carefully consider each upgrade's configuration
and the effect they may have on each other upon installation.

For example, if two permanent LICCC upgrades are based on the same hardware configuration when
ordered, installing either upgrade will, of course, change that hardware configuration. Now, the other
upgrade may or may not be compatible with the machine's new hardware configuration. When you
attempt to install the other upgrade, the installation may fail. Or if you were able to install the upgrade,
it may negate or undo all or part of the previously installed upgrade. To reduce the possibility of these
outcomes, consider the source of a machine's most recently installed permanent LICCC upgrade, either
Resource Link or your sales representative, before installing a subsequent permanent LICCC upgrade
ordered from the other source.

After the installation of permanent LICCC upgrades ordered from your sales representative:

• Cancel (or have your service representative cancel) the machine's staged permanent LICCC upgrade
ordered from Resource Link, if any (a staged upgrade has been downloaded but not installed).

• Consider using (or having your service representative use) the Transmit Vital Product Data task on
the machine's Support Element to send its updated VPD manually and immediately after installing the
upgrades in order to expedite its receipt and processing by IBM.

• Upon receipt of the updated VPD, if the machine has a permanent LICCC upgrade that was ordered from
Resource Link but has not been downloaded yet, the order will be canceled automatically.

• Wait until IBM has received and processed the machine's updated VPD before ordering a new
permanent LICCC upgrade from Resource Link. If the CIU machine profile on Resource Link still shows
the machine's prior hardware configuration, then IBM has not processed the machine's updated VPD
yet. Otherwise, if the machine's newly upgraded hardware configuration is shown, then its updated VPD
has been processed.

Secondly, and perhaps more importantly, after the installation of a permanent LICCC upgrade ordered
from Resource Link:

• Make your service representative aware of the installation of the upgrade from Resource Link before
having them install permanent LICCC upgrades ordered from your sales representative.

• Have the service representative check when the upgrades were ordered. If they were ordered before
the installation of the upgrade ordered from Resource Link was completed, then they are based on
the machine's prior hardware configuration rather than its new configuration. In this case, your sales
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representative can advise you and your service representative whether the upgrades ordered from your
sales representative must be canceled, can be adjusted, or can be installed as is.

Considerations while temporary upgrades are active
Capacity on Demand offerings support performing permanent upgrades while temporary upgrades are
active. However, there are certain situations where it is necessary to deactivate or change the activation
level of the temporary upgrades before activating the permanent upgrade to prevent any conflicts. Many
of these situations apply only to systems that activate subcapacity CP engines. A precheck function is
available on the Support Element to prevent a permanent upgrade if such conflicts exist. Refer to step “4”
on page 61 for details.

On/Off CoD
With On/Off CoD upgrades, in most cases, there will not be problems because applying permanent
upgrades will convert On/Off CoD engines of the same type to permanent engines.

For example, suppose you are running an IBM z16 at model capacity 735 with 4 temporary CP engines
active. (See Figure 1 on page 5.) Then you apply a 2 CP permanent upgrade. The upgrade process will
convert 2 of the temporary CP engines to permanent engines and leave 2 temporary CP engines active.
(See Figure 2 on page 6.)

Note: In the tables that follow, each box represents a model capacity by its software model and
approximate MSU value. The permanent model capacity is shown in bold text with a thick solid border.
Temporary model capacity is shown with a thick dashed border. The permanent upgrade is represented
by an arrow from original model capacity to the new model capacity. Invalid configuration changes are
shown by an X.

Figure 1. On/Off CoD configuration before permanent upgrade - successful upgrade
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Figure 2. On/Off CoD configuration after permanent upgrade - successful upgrade

Scenario 1: Are there sufficient number of engines on the system?

This scenario describes when there is an insufficient number of engines of the same type available on the
system to apply a permanent upgrade with On/Off CoD active.

Suppose you are running an IBM z16 Max39 (ie. 39 available PUs) at model capacity 735 with 4
temporary CP engines active. (See Figure 1 on page 5.) Then you try to apply a 2 IFL upgrade. Because all
engines on the system are active and the temporary engines are a different engine type, you will not be
able to apply the upgrade without first deactivating 2 of the temporary CP engines.

Scenario 2: Will the permanent upgrade result in a higher subcapacity level than the On/Off CoD
upgrade subcapacity level?

This scenario describes when On/Off CoD is active at a subcapacity level and you try to apply a permanent
upgrade resulting in a higher subcapacity level. This scenario will not prevent you from completing your
permanent upgrade, however, the resulting configuration may be different than expected.

On/Off CoD upgrades cannot activate capacity below the permanent subcapacity level. If the permanent
capacity level is 6xx, then On/Off CoD upgrades can only be applied that add additional engines at the 6xx
level, or that move to the 7xx level. On/Off CoD upgrades cannot change the subcapacity level to a 5xx or
4xx. When a permanent upgrade is applied when an On/Off CoD upgrade is active, if the subcapacity level
of the permanent upgrade is greater than the capacity level of the current On/Off CoD upgrade, then the
On/Off CoD upgrade's capacity level is increased to the permanent upgrade's subcapacity level.

Suppose you are running an IBM z16 at model capacity 631 with 4 temporary CP engines active. (See
Figure 3 on page 7). Then you apply a permanent CP upgrade to a 732. Because the On/Off CoD record
would now be at a lower capacity level than the permanent upgrade, the temporary subcapacity level is
increased to a 735, a 47% increase in capacity, and 1 temporary CP engine is converted to a permanent
engine. (See Figure 4 on page 7.)

If this increase in capacity and, therefore, the potential extra charges resulting from the higher capacity
was not intended, you should either deactivate your On/Off CoD capacity or change to the desired
subcapacity level before applying the permanent upgrade. In this instance, if the 732 level were still not
enough capacity, then a change to the 733 level would be the next closest level.
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Figure 3. On/Off CoD configuration before permanent upgrade - subcapacity level

Figure 4. On/Off CoD configuration after permanent upgrade - subcapacity level

Scenario 3: Are you trying to upgrade engines and downgrade engines when applying a permanent
upgrade?

This scenario describes when On/Off CoD is active and the permanent record you try to apply is a mixture
of upgrading engines and downgrading engines.

When a permanent upgrade increases the capacity level or number of engines of one type, and decreases
the capacity level or number of engines of another type, On/Off CoD temporary engines are not converted
from temporary to permanent. Instead the total number of temporary engines active will remain the
same.

Suppose you are running at capacity level 708, (permanent capacity level of 705 plus 3 temporary CP
engines) and 1 zIIP. Then you apply a permanent upgrade to add 3 CPs and 1 IFL, and remove 1 zIIP.
The permanent upgrade results in running at capacity level 711 (permanent capacity level of 708 plus 3
temporary CP engines) and 1 IFL. The 3 temporary CP engines are not converted to permanent resources
because the permanent upgrade contained a mixture of upgrading and downgrading resources.

Flexible Capacity
Considerations and scenarios for installing a permanent upgrade while a temporary Flexible Capacity
upgrade is active are the same as On/Off CoD upgrades. The permanent upgrade converts temporary
resources of the same type if possible.
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Replacement capacity offerings
With replacement capacity offerings, such as CBU and CPE, you need to be cautious when you try to apply
a permanent upgrade primarily because with these offerings, active temporary capacity is not replaced
by permanent capacity. Replacement capacity offerings add engines and capacity levels to the permanent
engine and capacity levels. Therefore, when a permanent upgrade changes the engine counts or capacity
levels, there is a corresponding change in the active temporary records. Replacement capacity that was
activated before a permanent upgrade will be active on top of the new permanent configuration.

There are four basic scenarios to consider when planning for a permanent upgrade with a replacement
capacity offering active. These scenarios include:

• Are there sufficient PUs on the system to allow for the permanent upgrade?
• Will the resultant configuration (permanent plus any active temporary records) after applying the

permanent upgrade be a valid configuration?
• If you are on a subcapacity system and have replacement capacity records active, will the permanent

upgrade result in an engine configuration that goes into the second drawer on a multi-drawer system?
• Do you have sufficient CBU features to continue activation at the new processor level?

Scenario 1: Are there sufficient PUs available on the system?

Because replacement capacity engines are not converted into permanent engines when a permanent
upgrade is applied, you must ensure that there are sufficient engines available to activate the permanent
upgrade.

Suppose you are running an IBM z16 Max39 (ie. 39 available PUs) at model capacity 735 with CBU
engines active to a 739 level. (See Figure 5 on page 8.) With this scenario, you cannot perform any
permanent engine upgrades, regardless of engine type, until the appropriate number of CBU engines have
been deactivated.

Figure 5. CBU configuration before permanent upgrade

Scenario 2: Will the resultant configuration be a valid configuration?

A subcapacity system has four subcapacity levels. When you activate a temporary upgrade, you activate
one or more additional engines and one or more additional capacity levels. If you then apply a permanent
upgrade, the resulting configuration must allow for the same number of temporary capacity levels and
engines level to be active.

Suppose you are running an IBM z16 at model capacity 635 with CBU engines active to a 739 level
(adding one capacity level and four engines). You then try to apply a permanent upgrade to a 735. The
system would then attempt to add four engines and go up one capacity level from the new permanent
configuration. Because there are no capacity levels beyond 7xx, the upgrade would fail. (See Figure 7 on
page 9.)

In this case, for the upgrade to work, first lower the CBU activation to a 639, and then apply the upgrade.
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Figure 6. Configuration before permanent upgrade - subcapacity level is not valid

Figure 7. Configuration after permanent upgrade - subcapacity level is not valid

Scenario 3: Will resultant configuration go into the second drawer?

If you are on a subcapacity system, with a temporary record active, any permanent upgrade that moves
the CP capacity marker to the second drawer will fail. This failure will occur even if the resulting capacity
appears to be valid.

Suppose you are running an IBM z16 at model capacity 635 with CBU engines active to a 738 level. (See
Figure 8 on page 10.) Then, if you try to apply a permanent upgrade to a 637, your upgrade will fail
because you are moving the capacity marker beyond the 739 level into the second drawer. (See Figure 9
on page 10.)

For this upgrade to work, first decrease the CBU activation to a 637, and then apply the permanent
upgrade. You could then activate additional CBU processors if necessary.
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Figure 8. Configuration before permanent upgrade - upgrade moves to next drawer

Figure 9. Configuration after permanent upgrade - upgrade moves to next drawer

Scenario 4: Using CBU is there sufficient CP features codes for increasing engine speed?

With CBU, CP capacity is managed by features codes. You select feature codes to either add engines or
increase the engine speed.

Suppose you are running at capacity level 611 with increase capacity to a 711 using CBU. This requires
11 CP feature codes. Then, while CBU is active, you attempt to activate a permanent upgrade that adds
an additional processor to go to a 612. The upgrade will fail because 12 CBU CP feature codes are now
required.

To prevent this failure, either deactivate CBU prior to installing the permanent upgrade, or replenish the
CBU record to add an additional CBU CP feature code prior to installing the permanent upgrade.

System Recovery Boost
A temporary System Recovery Boost upgrade can remain active no more than six hours. Consider waiting
until an active System Recovery Boost upgrade is deactivated before installing a permanent upgrade.

Software considerations
While capacity upgrades to the server itself are concurrent, your software may not be able to take
advantage of the increased capacity without performing an Initial Program Load (IPL).

Software charges based on the total capacity of the server on which the software is installed are adjusted
to the new capacity that is in place after the permanent upgrade.

Software products using Workload License Charge (WLC) may not be affected by the server upgrade, as
their charges are based on partition utilization and not based on server total capacity.
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Some third party software packages may require new license keys in order to take advantage of the
additional capacity. Check with your software vendor for details.

See your IBM sales representative for further information.

Temporary upgrades
You can have eight temporary upgrade records (On/Off CoD, CBU, CPE, System Recovery Boost Upgrade)
installed or active at any given time. However, you can only have one On/Off CoD record active at any
given time.

On/Off CoD
Consider the following before implementing any temporary capacity upgrades using On/Off CoD:

• Plan in advance to determine what configurations you might need based on workload projections. This
is important because, when properly planned, you only need to order one On/Off CoD record; and this
record should be able to handle any possible configurations you want to activate.

• When you order an On/Off CoD record, you can prepay for the upgrade or post-pay for the upgrade.

– When ordering a post-paid On/Off CoD record without spending limits, you select your upgrade
configuration. There is no cost incurred when you order or install this type of record. You pay for what
you activate during the activation time. You are charged on a 24-hour basis.

– When ordering a prepaid On/Off CoD record, you can select one or more configurations and identify
the duration of each configuration. Then Resource Link calculates the total number of tokens you will
need. As resources are used, the tokens are decremented.

– When ordering a post-paid On/Off CoD record with spending limits, you can select your upgrade
configuration and identify your maximum spending limit. Then, Resource Link calculates the number
of tokens that will not allow you to exceed that limit. As the resources are used, the tokens are
decremented.

For CP engines, a token represents an amount of processing capacity resulting in one MSU of software
cost for one day (an MSU day). For specialty engines, a token represents the activation of one engine of
that type for one day (a processor day).

• Ensure that you enable your system well in advance of needing to place an order. (The enablement
process is described in Chapter 3, “Enabling your machine to order upgrades,” on page 21.)

• You can order an On/Off CoD record, retrieve the record to the Support Element, and install the record
all in advance, to have it ready for activation.

• An On/Off CoD upgrade cannot change the server model, as additional processor drawer installation is
not supported. However, On/Off CoD may change the server model capacity identifier if additional CP
capacity is requested.

• Any currently unused capacity may be used for On/Off CoD, limited by the amount of currently
physically installed capacity. Processing capacity that would previously have been referred to as CPs
is measured in CP capacity units, not in PUs.

• On/Off CoD allows you to temporarily turn on unowned PUs, unassigned CPs (or unassigned CP
capacity), and unassigned IFLs available within the current model with the following limitations:

– Temporary model capacity with CPs and capacity level equal to or greater than the active model
capacity, up to 100% of the purchased capacity (active permanent capacity plus unassigned
permanent capacity)

– As many temporary IFLs up to the total of purchased IFLs (permanently active IFLs plus unassigned
IFLs)

– As many additional specialty engines of each type up to the total purchased specialty engines of each
type.

• An On/Off CoD record is initially available for up to 180 days, starting on the date you place your order.
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• If you have an On/Off CoD record active and decide that you need to increase capacity, add processors,
or extend the time to use the existing temporary capacity beyond the 180 days, you do not need
to deactivate your current record to apply the new configuration record, temporarily leaving you with
reduced capacity. You can reuse the existing On/Off CoD record by ordering a replenishment record.
When ordering a replenishment record, you cannot decrease any of the limits identified in the On/Off
CoD record. They must stay the same or increase.

• An On/Off CoD record can be activated until midnight GMT on its expiration date. If the record is active
when it expires, it will be deactivated automatically. You can extend the expiration date by ordering a
replenishment record before or after the record expires. You can also enable the automatic renewal
function to automatically extend the expiration date of installed records.

• LinuxONE processing unit minimums and maximums apply to On/Off CoD record orders and allow
ordering records for activating IFL upgrades and SAP upgrades only.

Additional logical processors can be concurrently configured online to logical partitions by the operating
system when reserved processors are previously defined, resulting in image upgrades. The operating
system must have the capability to concurrently configure more processors online.

Note
On/Off CoD provides a "physical" concurrent upgrade, resulting in more enabled processors available
to a server configuration. Thus, additional planning and tasks are required for nondisruptive "logical"
upgrades.

Considerations for unassigned model capacity and unassigned specialty
engines
Unassigned model capacity is the portion of a machine's purchased model capacity (if any) that is not
active. A machine with unassigned model capacity typically is referred to as a downgraded machine
because the active portion of its purchased model capacity is less than, or downgraded from, its total
purchased model capacity (also referred to as the model capacity high water mark).

Supported On/Off CoD upgrades for a downgraded machine include unassigned model capacities (which
may or may not include the purchased model capacity) that have equal or greater CPs and capacity
level as the active model capacity. You can use any installed On/Off CoD record (excluding administrative
On/Off CoD test records) to activate supported On/Off CoD upgrades that reactivate a downgraded
machine's unassigned model capacity. So your planning for ordering and installing an On/Off CoD record
typically requires deciding only how much more model capacity, above the purchased model capacity, you
might want to activate with this On/Off CoD record.

Financial considerations may also apply to this decision. Currently there are no hardware charges for
temporary reactivations of unassigned model capacity, but hardware charges for temporary activation of
model capacity above your purchased model capacity are determined by your On/Off CoD upgrade pricing
agreement with IBM or your Business Partner.

Begin by deciding whether you want the On/Off CoD record you order to support:

• Only reactivating unassigned model capacity, or
• Both reactivating unassigned model capacity and activating more model capacity (up to 100% more

than your machine's purchased model capacity).

If you want an On/Off CoD record that supports only reactivating your machine's unassigned model
capacity, then order a record that enables activating zero percent (0%) more model capacity.

When you order an On/Off CoD record, you will see that the 0% more model capacity option is paired
with your machine's current purchased model capacity. This indicates the purchased model capacity
is the maximum model capacity that can be activated with this On/Off CoD record if you choose 0%
more model capacity. But it is important to understand that your selection is the maximum additional
model capacity that can be activated with this On/Off CoD record; it is not necessarily the only model
capacity that can be activated. If you choose 0% more model capacity, you will be able to use the record
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to activate any model capacity from the machine's downgraded model capacity up to and including its
purchased model capacity.

For example, if you have an active model capacity of 715 (15 CPs) and a purchased model capacity of 718
(18 CPs), and you decide to order an On/Off CoD record that enables activating 0% more model capacity,
then you can use the record to activate temporary upgrades from 715 (15 CPs) to 716 (16 CPs), 717 (17
CPs), or 718 (18 CPs). The record supports reactivating part or all of the machine's unassigned model
capacity.

Otherwise, if you want to order an On/Off CoD record that supports both reactivating your machine's
unassigned model capacity and activating more model capacity, you will need to select the maximum
additional model capacity you might want to activate with this On/Off CoD record.

Your options for selecting a maximum model capacity are shown as percent increases, from 0% to 100%,
of your machine's current purchased model capacity. Some options show a percent increase paired with
a specific model capacity to give you a reference for choosing a percent increase great enough to enable
activating particular model capacities.

Regardless of the percent increase you choose, it is important to understand that your selection is the
maximum additional model capacity that can be activated with this On/Off CoD record. The record you
order can be used to activate any model capacity from the machine's downgraded model capacity up to
the model capacity at or nearest to the percent increase you choose.

For example, if you have an active model capacity of 715 (15 CPs) and a purchased model capacity of 718
(18 CPs), and you decide to order an On/Off CoD record that enables activating 15% more model capacity,
then you can use the record to activate temporary upgrades from 715 (15 CPs) to:

• 716 (16 CPs), 717 (17 CPs), or 718 (18 CPs) for reactivation of part or all of the unassigned model
capacity, and

• 719 (19 CPs), 720 (20 CPs), or 721 (21 CPs) for reactivation of all unassigned model capacity plus
activation of additional model capacity.

Your considerations and options for using On/Off CoD records for temporary reactivation of unassigned
specialty engines are similar. Unassigned IFLs, for example, are the subset of a machine's purchased IFLs
that are not active. You can use any installed On/Off CoD record to reactivate a machine's unassigned IFLs
(excluding administrative On/Off CoD test records). When planning for ordering and installing an On/Off
CoD record, you must decide whether you want the record to support only reactivating the unassigned
IFLs or support both reactivating the unassigned IFLs and activating more IFLs (up to two times more
than your machine's purchased IFLs).

If you want an On/Off CoD record that supports only reactivating your machine's unassigned IFLs, then
order a record that enables activating zero (0) more IFLs. Otherwise, if you want to order an On/Off CoD
record that supports both reactivating your machine's unassigned IFLs and activating more IFLs, you will
need to select the maximum number of additional IFLs you might want to activate with this On/Off CoD
record. In either case, it is important to understand that your selection is the maximum additional IFLs
that can be activated with this On/Off CoD record. The record you order can be used to reactivate any
number of unassigned IFLs and to activate additional IFLs up to the number you choose.

Software considerations
Software Parallel Sysplex® License Charge (PSLC) customers are billed at the million service unit (MSU)
level represented by the combined permanent and temporary capacity. All PSLC products are billed at the
peak MSUs enabled during the month, regardless of usage.

Customers with Workload License Charge (WLC) licenses are billed by product, at the highest four-hour
rolling average for the month. In this instance, temporary capacity does not necessarily increase your
software billing until that capacity is allocated to logical partitions and actually consumed.

For customers with IPLA, there is a daily charge for additional capacity above the current capacity
purchased.
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There may be additional fees for non-IBM software. In addition, some non-IBM software packages may
require new license keys in order to take advantage of the additional capacity. Check with your software
vendor for details.

See your IBM sales representative for further information.

On/Off CoD test
Consider the following before implementing any On/Off CoD test records:

• An On/Off CoD test record allows you to:

Validate that the retrieve, install, activate, and deactivate On/Off CoD capacity upgrade process
performs nondisruptively

Train your authorized users to activate an On/Off CoD record

Test an LPAR configuration

Verify you can change between CP activation levels.
• An On/Off CoD test record cannot be active at the same time as an On/Off CoD record
• An On/Off CoD test record deactivates at the end of the test period (24 hours).

Administrative On/Off CoD test
Consider the following before implementing any administrative On/Off CoD test records:

• An administrative On/Off CoD test record allows you to test the Capacity on Demand process for training
and API testing without incurring hardware or software charges.

• No capacity is activated with this test record.
• An administrative On/Off CoD test record cannot be active at the same time as another On/Off CoD

record. You must deactivate the administrative On/Off CoD test record prior to activating any other
On/Off CoD records.

CBU
Consider the following before implementing any temporary capacity upgrades using CBU:

• Existing CBU entitlement considerations:

Note: These tasks must be done by an IBM or Business Partner sales representative.

– Any CBU contract in place can be carried forward.
– CBU entitlements can be carried forward as a single record or split into multiple records.
– Splitting of records can only affect resources, not the term limit.
– Each record created by this action includes test activations.
– Any resources added to the carried forward entitlements will be priced accordingly.
– CBU engine type conversions will be allowed during the upgrade.

• During the manufacturing process, up to four ordered CPE and CBU records will be installed rather than
staged. If more than four records are ordered, the records are staged on the Support Element and you
can manually select which records to install.

• A CBU agreement must be in place before the feature code for this offering can be enabled on your
server. Enabling the CBU feature code is nondisruptive. (The enablement process is described in
Chapter 3, “Enabling your machine to order upgrades,” on page 21.)

• CBU upgrades activate PUs through LICCC only. The hardware required for a CBU upgrade must already
be installed. A CBU upgrade changes the model capacity identifier but cannot change the model.

• A CBU test upgrades the machine for the sole purpose of checking your system's ability to adequately
perform in the event of an emergency. Each CBU record provides a specific number of free, 10-day
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test activations. The number of free test activations equates to the number of years that are purchased
with the CBU record. (For example, a three year CBU record has three tests activations, a one year CBU
record has one test activation.) Additional test activations beyond the free tests may be purchased in
single increments up to a maximum of 15 CBU tests per record. This maximum of 15 tests per record
cannot be exceeded and includes any free activations plus additional paid test activations.

• If CBU was not included in the order with your new machine, contact your sales representative to place
an order for CBU.

• You can extend the expiration date of an existing non-expired CBU record up to a maximum of five years
by ordering a replenishment record. The five years includes your current remaining years of the CBU
record (rounded up) plus any newly purchased years. One test activation is provided for each additional
year added to the CBU record. A CBU record cannot be activated after the expiration date has passed.
If the record is active it will be automatically deactivated at midnight GMT two days after the expiration
date and the CBU record will remain on the system.

• A CBU system typically operates with a "base" PU configuration having a preconfigured number of
additional spare PUs reserved for activation, in case of an emergency, as CBU model capacity or
specialty engines.

• The base CBU server configuration must have sufficient memory and channels to accommodate the
potential needs of the largest CBU target configuration. When capacity is needed in an emergency,
you can activate the emergency CBU configuration with the reserved spare PUs. It is very important
to ensure that all required functions are available on the "backup" servers, including CFLEVELs for
Coupling Facility partitions, as well as cryptographic and connectivity capabilities.

• You can run production workload on a CBU upgrade during a CBU test provided that at least an
equivalent amount of production capacity is shut down for the duration of the CBU test. If you already
have existing CBU contracts, you will also need to sign an Amendment (US form #Z125-8145) with IBM.

• You can order a CBU record that contains more PUs than they have available on your system. Then when
you activate the CBU record, you would select the combination of PU types you want to activate.

• The 2:1 zIIP to CP ratio for IBM Z processor configurations applies to CBU record orders. The ratio may
be a factor in limiting the number of zIIPs you can order.

• This upgraded configuration is activated temporarily and provides additional PUs above and beyond the
server's original, permanent configuration. The number of additional PUs is limited by the configuration
of the CBU record.

• When the emergency is over or the CBU test is complete, the server must be taken back to its original,
permanent configuration. The CBU records can be deactivated at any time before the end of real or test
activation. If it is not manually deactivated, it will be automatically deactivated and the CBU record will
remain on the system.

• A real activation is available up to 90 days starting on the date you activate the CBU record. When a
CBU real activation has been exhausted, the CBU record is automatically deactivated. Once the real
activation has been consumed, the CBU record cannot be activated again, even if test activations are
remaining on the record. However, you can order a replenishment record to restore the real activation
for continued use of this CBU record. You may order and install this replenishment while the CBU real
activation is still active to prevent a gap in your disaster recovery coverage.

• Once a CBU record enters the 2-day grace period, the only customer option is to deactivate all
resources from this record. You cannot change the activation level by increasing or decreasing partial
resources. If you attempt to partially increase or decrease resources, you will receive an error indicating
the CBU record has expired.

• LinuxONE processing unit minimums and maximums apply to CBU record orders and allow ordering
records for activating IFL upgrades and SAP upgrades only.

Note: CBU for processors provides a "physical" concurrent upgrade, resulting in more enabled processors
available to a server configuration. Thus, additional planning and tasks are required for nondisruptive
"logical" upgrades.
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Software considerations
IBM software charges during a disaster or a test are not affected by CBU. Software charges for the
designated CBU machine are based on its permanent configuration; software charges for any machine
whose workload is transferred to the CBU machine during an emergency are based on that machine's
permanent configuration. Please note that CBU does not add any IBM program authorizations beyond
those that you have acquired.

There may be additional fees for non-IBM software. In addition, some non-IBM software packages may
require new license keys in order to take advantage of the additional capacity. Check with your software
vendor for details.

See your IBM sales representative for further information.

CPE
Consider the following before implementing any temporary capacity upgrades using CPE:

• During the manufacturing process, up to four ordered CPE and CBU records will be installed rather than
staged. If more than four records are ordered, the records are staged on the Support Element and you
can manually select which records to install.

• A CPE agreement must be in place before the special code that enables the offering can be loaded on
your server. CPE features can be added nondisruptively to an existing IBM Z server. (The enablement
process is described in Chapter 3, “Enabling your machine to order upgrades,” on page 21.)

• CPE can activate any PUs through LICCC only. For IBM Z servers, the correct hardware must be installed
to allow the required upgrade by LICCC. CPE changes the model capacity identifier, but cannot change
the IBM Z model.

• A CPE system typically operates with a "base" PU configuration having a preconfigured number of
additional spare PUs reserved for activation. A single CPE record may be used to activate any of these
spare PUs as any additional model capacity or specialty engines.

• The 2:1 zIIP to CP ratio for IBM Z processor configurations applies to CPE record orders. The ratio may
be a factor in limiting the number of zIIPs you can order.

• It is very important to ensure that all required functions are available on the "backup" server, including
CFLEVELs for Coupling Facility partitions, as well as channel, cryptographic capacities, and that
sufficient memory on the system is available.

• When the event is over, the server must be taken back to its original, permanent configuration. The CPE
record can be deactivated at any time before the expiration date. If it is not manually deactivated, it will
be automatically deactivated. Used CPE records are not automatically removed. They will remain on the
system after deactivation.

• Fixed prepaid price.
• LinuxONE processing unit minimums and maximums apply to CPE record orders and allow ordering

records for activating IFL upgrades and SAP upgrades only.

Software considerations
There are no additional IBM software charges for capacity activated using CPE. Software charges for the
designated CPE machine are based on its permanent configuration; software charges for any machine
whose workload is transferred to the CPE machine during the event are based on that machine's
permanent configuration. Please note that CPE does not add any IBM program authorizations beyond
those that you have acquired.

There may be additional fees for non-IBM software. In addition, some non-IBM software packages may
require new license keys in order to take advantage of the additional capacity. Check with your software
vendor for details.

See your IBM sales representative for further information.
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System Recovery Boost Upgrade
Consider ordering and installing a System Recovery Boost Upgrade record as a lower cost alternative to
other CoD records for making additional zIIPs available for a system recovery zIIP boost.

System Recovery Boost is a control program function that makes additional processing capacity
temporarily available to logical partitions for expediting system recovery processes such as system
shutdown, system IPL, and middleware/workload restart and recovery.

A zIIP boost is a System Recovery Boost option whereby a logical partition can dispatch CP workloads
to its active zIIPs during system recovery. Active zIIPs can include both permanent zIIPs and temporary
zIIPs.

A System Recovery Boost Upgrade record is a CoD record specifically designed to make temporary zIIPs
available for a zIIP boost. A standard record is configured accordingly to support activating an ample
number of additional zIIPs but for a short period of time: up to 20 additional zIIPs, for up to six hours,
for each activation. It is priced as a prepaid record, billable upon download, with no subsequent software
charges or maintenance charges for the additional zIIPs activated by the record.

A standard record is configured with 30 activation tokens. Each activation consumes one token,
regardless of the number of additional zIIPs activated. But the number of activations is effectively
unlimited. There is no charge for ordering and installing replenishment records to restore an installed
record's activation tokens.

The record subscription length (ie. how long you can use the record) is configurable. You can set
the record subscription for up to five years, in one year increments, when ordering the record. The
subscription begins on the record order date.

The record expires when its subscription ends. But you can order and install a replenishment record
anytime on or before the record expiration date to extend its subscription, in one year increments, up
to the five year maximum. The replenishment record is priced as a prepaid record and billable upon
download.

A free 90 day trial is available for supported machines that have not previously had a System Recovery
Boost Upgrade record installed. The trial provides a standard record with full capabilities and a 90 day
subscription. If you decide you want to continue using the record after the 90 day trial ends, you can order
and install a replenishment record on or before the record expiration date to extend its subscription up
to five years. Otherwise, if you decide to let the trial record expire, you can simply order a new record
whenever you decide you need it.

Subcapacity CP activation
The restrictions described in this section apply only to IBM Z models that support CPs in multiple
drawers. These restrictions do not apply to IBM Z models with CPs in a single drawer. Furthermore:

• These restrictions apply only to systems using subcapacity CPs (4xx, 5xx, or 6xx capacity levels); they
do not apply to systems using full capacity CPs (7xx capacity levels).

• These restrictions apply only to temporary model capacity upgrades; they do not apply to specialty
engine upgrades.

• These restrictions apply only when you use multiple temporary records at the same time. A typical
scenario for using multiple temporary records at the same time is activating a CBU record while an
On/Off CoD record is active.

Multi-drawer systems using subcapacity CPs allow using multiple temporary records at the same time,
but some restrictions apply to the range of model capacity upgrades you can activate. The restrictions
prevent activating and deactivating model capacity upgrades in combinations that would result in invalid
configurations in the second drawer or beyond, where subcapacity CPs are not supported.

Figure 10 on page 18 shows an example of how unrestricted activation and deactivation of multiple
records could lead to an invalid configuration in the second drawer of an IBM z16. The IBM z16 in this
example is using subcapacity CPs (its permanent model capacity is 633) and it has two temporary records
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installed: an On/Off CoD record and a CBU record. Consider the result of using its temporary records as
follows:

• The On/Off CoD record is used to activate a model capacity upgrade from 633 to 735.
• The CBU record is used to activate an additional 12 CPs, upgrading the model capacity from 735 to 747.

The combined capacity level of the two upgrades is now in the second drawer.
• If the On/Off CoD record is deactivated while the CBU record remains active, it would result in a capacity

setting of 645, which is not a valid configuration because subcapacity CPs are not supported beyond the
first drawer.

Figure 10. Example of invalid IBM z16 capacity setting from activation and deactivation of multiple records

Rules for subcapacity CP activations
To prevent invalid configurations when multiple records are active, three rules are enforced for activation
of subcapacity CPs:

• When one record increases the capacity level, it is the only record allowed to subsequently activate
capacity beyond the first drawer.

• When more than one record increases the capacity level, none of the records are allowed to activate
capacity beyond the first drawer.

• When one record increases the capacity level and activates capacity beyond the first drawer, it is the
only record allowed to subsequently activate additional CPs.

These rules, plus limits included in the temporary capacity records, guarantee the server returns to a valid
configuration when any active record is deactivated.

Examples of the rules
The rules are illustrated in the following four examples.

Example one:

When a record activates an upgrade that increases the CP capacity level but does not enter the second
drawer, another record can subsequently activate upgrades only within the first drawer.

For example, in Figure 11 on page 19, the first activated record changes the capacity setting of an IBM
z16 from 633 to 735. The machine allows activation of additional CPs from any subsequent temporary
record up to 739, the maximum capacity setting within the first drawer of an IBM z16, as shown.
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Figure 11. Example of IBM z16 upgrades allowed for other records after first record changes capacity level
within the first drawer

Example two:

When multiple records activate upgrades that increase the capacity level but do not enter the second
drawer, the machine does not allow any record to enter the second drawer.

For example, Figure 12 on page 19 shows two records that change the CP capacity level of an IBM
z16. Entering the second drawer is not allowed. Only upgrades to capacity settings in the first drawer are
allowed under the second rule.

Figure 12. Example of IBM z16 upgrades allowed after two records change capacity levels

Example three:

When a record increases the CP capacity level and enters the second drawer, only this record can activate
additional CPs. You can use other records only to add specialty engines.

For example, in Figure 13 on page 20, the first record activated an upgrade that changed the capacity
setting of an IBM z16 from 533 to 743. While this record remains active, it is the only record allowed to
add CPs (up to the limits defined by the capacity record) under the third rule. Other temporary records can
be used only to add specialty engines.
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Figure 13. Example of first record changing capacity level and entering the second drawer of an IBM z16

Example four:

When the first record does not increase the CP capacity level, the second record is allowed to increase the
CP capacity level and to enter the second drawer.

Figure 14 on page 20 illustrates this example for an IBM z16:

• The first record upgrades the model capacity from 533 to 537, and another record upgrades it from 537
to 743. This is a valid configuration, because either record can be deactivated entirely without resulting
in an invalid configuration.

• Adding more CPs with the first record is not possible because, under the third rule, only the record that
activates capacity beyond the first drawer can add more CPs. So only the second record can add CPs (up
to the limits defined by the capacity record).

• Both records can still deactivate CPs. That is, even the first record can decrease the number of activated
CPs.

Figure 14. Example of second record changing capacity level and entering the second drawer of an IBM z16
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Chapter 3. Enabling your machine to order upgrades

The enablement process for each Capacity on Demand offering begins when you order the associated
enablement feature code and sign the associated IBM contract document(s), and for online buying
capability, completes when you receive an email from Resource Link notifying you that your machine is
enabled for ordering upgrade records.

This chapter lists the Capacity on Demand enablement features and their feature codes, lists the
agreements that must be signed for the enablement process to begin, and guides you through the
instructions you must follow to enable your machine to order upgrades.

Capacity on Demand enablement feature codes
The Capacity on Demand enablement features are:

• On-Line Capacity on Demand (CoD) Buying (FC 9900)
• Permanent Upgrade Authorization (FC 9898)
• On/Off CoD Authorization (FC 9896)
• CBU Authorization (FC 9910)
• CPE Authorization (FC 9912)
• SRB Upgrade Authorization (FC 9930)

You can order CoD enablement features through your sales representative when ordering a supported
server or at any time afterward.

Agreements required for enablement
Most existing agreements for Customer Initiated Upgrade-On/Off Capacity on Demand (CIU-On/Off CoD)
and Capacity Back Up (CBU) will carry forward to IBM Z and LinuxONE for those offerings. Refer to
“Existing agreements that carry forward to IBM Z and IBM LinuxONE” on page 21 for a list of these
agreements.

Capacity on Demand capabilities and features introduced for IBM Z and LinuxONE are supported by a
new set of agreements. Refer to “Agreements and supplements for IBM Z and IBM LinuxONE Capacity on
Demand functions and features” on page 22 for a list of these agreements.

Existing agreements that carry forward to IBM Z and IBM LinuxONE

CIU-On/Off CoD
If you have any of the following CIU-On/Off CoD agreements already existing, you can carry those forward
for only the features associated with the previously signed agreements.

• IBM Customer Agreement, Attachment for Customer Initiated Upgrade and IBM eServer™ On/Off Capacity
on Demand (US form #Z125-6611)

• IBM Customer Agreement, Supplement for Customer Initiated Upgrade and IBM eServer On/Off Capacity
on Demand II (US form #Z125-6688)

• IBM Customer Agreement, Supplement for Customer Initiated Upgrade and IBM eServer On/Off Capacity
on Demand (US form #Z125-6612)

• IBM Customer Agreement, Addendum to Customer Initiated Upgrade and IBM eServer On/Off Capacity on
Demand Tests (US form #Z125-7139).
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CBU
If you have any of the following CBU agreements already existing, you can carry those forward for only the
offerings associated with the previously signed agreements.

• IBM Customer Agreement, Attachment for Capacity Backup Upgrade (US form #Z125-5598 Version -03,
-04, or -05 (only))

• IBM Customer Agreement, Supplement for Capacity Backup Upgrade (US form #Z125-6857)
• IBM Customer Agreement, Supplement for Capacity Backup Upgrade II (US form #Z125-7137).

Agreements and supplements for IBM Z and IBM LinuxONE Capacity on
Demand functions and features

In addition to the customer agreements for each specific Capacity on Demand feature, there are
additional customer agreements and supplements that must be signed before you can enable some of
the features. These additional customer agreements are: the base Capacity on Demand agreement, the
replacement capacity offering agreement, and the On-Line CoD Buying agreement.

Base Capacity on Demand agreement:
Contains the base terms for all IBM Z and LinuxONE Capacity on Demand features:

• IBM Customer Agreement Attachment for IBM System z® Capacity on Demand Offerings (US form
#Z125-7879).

Replacement capacity offering agreement:
Contains the common terms common for each replacement capacity offering.

• IBM Customer Agreement Attachment for IBM System z Replacement Capacity Offerings (US form
#Z125-7880).

On-Line CoD Buying agreement and supplement
Contains the supporting terms for the On-Line CoD Buying of Permanent Upgrades and On/Off CoD
features and the optional On-Line CoD buying capability for the CBU and CPE features:

• IBM Customer Agreement Attachment for IBM System z On-Line CoD Buying (US form #Z125-7884)
• Supplement for On-Line Ordering (US form #Z125-7885) or Supplement for On-Line Ordering II (US

form #Z125-7908).

The On-Line Ordering attachment requires a supplement through which the customer's Resource
Link IDs are specified as being valid for placing online orders for a given machine. The supplement
must be prepared and signed with each transaction that includes an On-Line CoD Buying feature (FC
9900).

Note: The On-Line CoD Buying feature (FC 9900) is a prerequisite when ordering Permanent Upgrade
Enablement (FC 9898) or On/Off CoD Enablement (FC 9896) for the first time. Without the On-Line
CoD Buying feature, you cannot use Resource Link to acquire upgrades and other entitlements.

The On-Line CoD Buying feature (FC 9900) is optional for the CBU and CPE offerings because the CBU
and CPE records can also be ordered or replenished through your sales representative. However, if the
On-Line Buying feature (FC 9900) is subsequently ordered, you can use Resource Link to order CBU or
CPE records and entitlement replenishment.

Agreements required for Capacity Back Up (CBU)
You are required to sign the following agreements one time within a given country before IBM will accept
an order for your first instance of the enablement feature code for CBU Enablement (feature #9910):

• IBM Customer Agreement Attachment for IBM System z Capacity on Demand Offerings (US form
#Z125-7879)

• IBM Customer Agreement Attachment for IBM System z Replacement Capacity Offerings (US form
#Z125-7880)
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• IBM Customer Agreement Attachment for IBM System z Capacity Back Up (US form #Z126-9408).

Note: These agreements may also be signed if a CBU contract expires and you want to renew it.

If you have CBU attachments already in place and you want to execute production workload on the
capacity of the CBU upgrade during a CBU test, you must sign the following contract:

• IBM Customer Agreement Amendment for Capacity Backup Upgrade Tests (US form #Z125-8145)

Agreements required for Capacity for Planned Events (CPE)
You are required to sign the following agreements one time within a given country before IBM will accept
an order for your first instance of the CPE Enablement feature code (feature #9912) :

• IBM Customer Agreement Attachment for IBM System z Capacity on Demand Offerings (US form
#Z125-7879)

• IBM Customer Agreement Attachment for IBM System z Replacement Capacity Offerings (US form
#Z125-7880)

• IBM Customer Agreement Attachment for IBM System z Capacity for Planned Events (US form
#Z125-7882).

Agreements required for On/Off Capacity on Demand
You are required to sign the following agreements one time within a given country before IBM will accept
an order for your first instance of the On/Off CoD Enablement feature (feature #9896):

• IBM Customer Agreement Attachment for IBM System z Capacity on Demand Offerings (US form
#Z125-7879)

• IBM Customer Agreement Attachment for IBM System z On-Line CoD Buying (US form #Z125-7884),
including either the Supplement for On-Line Order (US form #Z125-7885) or Supplement for On-Line
Ordering II (US form #Z125-7908)

• IBM Customer Agreement Attachment for IBM System z On/Off Capacity on Demand (US form
#Z125-7883).

Agreements required for On-Line CoD Buying of Permanent Upgrades
You are required to sign the following agreements one time within a given country before IBM will accept
an order for your first instance of the Permanent Upgrade Enablement feature (feature #9898):

• IBM Customer Agreement Attachment for IBM System z Capacity on Demand Offerings (US form
#Z125-7879)

• IBM Customer Agreement Attachment for IBM System z On-Line CoD Buying (US form #Z125-7884),
including either the Supplement for On-Line Ordering (US form #Z125-7885) or Supplement for On-Line
Ordering II (US form #Z125-7908).

Agreements required for System Recovery Boost Upgrade
You are required to sign the following agreements one time within a given country before IBM will accept
an order for your first instance of the SRB Upgrade Authorization feature code (feature #9930):

• IBM Customer Agreement Attachment for IBM System z Capacity on Demand Offerings (US form
#Z125-7879)

• IBM Client Relationship Agreement Attachment for IBM Z System Recovery Boost Upgrade (US form
#Z126-8599).

How to enable your machine for On-Line CoD ordering
To enable your machine for ordering CoD records:

1. Obtain an IBMid by creating an IBM account at http://www.ibm.com/account/profile.
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2. Log onto Resource Link to register your IBMid.
3. Contact your IBM or Business Partner sales representative to order your Capacity on Demand

offerings. After your sales representative submits your enablement order, they contact CSO/BPSO
to generate the appropriate agreement(s) and supplement(s) that you must sign. These agreements
explain the terms and conditions for your Capacity on Demand offerings. The supplement requires your
registered IBMid, customer number, machine type and serial number.

4. The sales representative sends the signed supplement to the IBM Access Administrator who creates
the machine profile based on the information you provide in the supplement.

5. Resource Link enables the IBM Service Support System to download the feature codes to the machine
the next time the machine performs a Transmit Service Availability Data (TSAD) transmission. (This
occurs during the next scheduled availability call home.)

Note: You will want to verify that your machine is set for a schedule operation to transmit the machine
TSAD. This is set up on the Support Element.

6. Once the above steps are completed, Resource Link sends an email to notify you that the machine is
enabled for On-Line CoD ordering.

CIU machine profiles on Resource Link
A Customer Initiated Upgrade (CIU) machine profile is the IBM Resource Link web page that supports
ordering Capacity on Demand (CoD) records online for a CoD-enabled machine. IBM creates a machine
profile during the machine enablement process and notifies its authorized users by email when the
machine profile is created and online ordering is enabled.

Opening machine profiles
Authorized users can open CIU machine profiles on Resource Link. To open a machine profile:

1. Click the Customer Initiated Upgrade left navigation link on any Resource Link web page to open the
Active machine profiles page.

2. Locate the machine in the list on the Active machine profiles page. Look for its identifiers in the
Type-serial-customer# column (machine type, serial number, customer number) or its name in the
System name column.

3. Click the machine's link in the Type-serial-customer# column to open its machine profile.

The machine profile page title identifies the machine by machine type, serial number, and customer
number. The page content provides further details of its configuration and identification, along with links
for enabled CoD ordering options, and for updating the machine profile.

An upgrade matrix is also available. The matrix displays the potential upgrade capacities for the hardware
model. To view this information, click Display upgrade matrix located on the right navigation pane.
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The machine profile About ordering section includes the user ID of the person authorized to order CoD
records, the user ID of a secondary approver (if needed), what offerings and settings are enabled, and
notes about the current contract for the server and any possible restrictions.

The machine profile Capacity on Demand records section provides a summary of all the temporary
upgrade records that have been ordered for the server.
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The machine profile Permanent upgrades section provides a summary of all the permanent upgrade
records that have been ordered for the server.

Managing user access to machine profiles
IBM enables initial access to a machine profile upon creating it during the machine enablement process.
Initial access includes at least one orderer, and may include additional orderers, order approvers, and
viewers.

Users authorized to create orders:
Users with this role are allowed to order the various Capacity on Demand records. Generally these
users have knowledge about the type of records that are required and the desired activation
configurations.

Users authorized to approve orders:
Users with this role must approve record orders before they are staged on the support system and
made ready for download. Generally these users have the financial authority within a company to
purchase upgrades. Depending on your company's policy, you may or may not have an order approver.
Companies that use a purchase order to control their purchases with IBM, must have an order
approver in order to stage records.
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Users authorized to view orders:
Generally this role is assigned to members of the operations team who are not authorized to create or
approve orders but may need to view orders.

Only authorized users can order upgrade records, view orders, or approve orders. The lists of authorized
users can be managed by the users defined in the About ordering section. Click the Manage users link
located on the right navigation pane to view or update the list of users authorized in each role.

Figure 15. Manage users panel
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Chapter 4. Ordering

This chapter explains what you should consider before ordering an upgrade and provides steps you need
to follow when ordering an upgrade.

To order permanent upgrades, CBU records, and CPE records, you can use the CIU application through
Resource Link or you can call your IBM or Business Partner sales representative. To order On/Off CoD
records, you can only use the CIU application through Resource Link.

This chapter provides information about ordering an upgrade record using the CIU application through
Resource Link.

Permanent upgrade considerations
Before you order a permanent upgrade using the CIU application through Resource Link, consider the
following:

• You can only order one permanent upgrade record at a time. However, a single record can have multiple
items (any number of engines of any type and memory) as long as they are within the limits of the
machine. With this record, you can also order "unassigned" model capacity and IFLs.

If a permanent upgrade is currently being processed, you cannot order another permanent upgrade
until VPD is received that confirms the previous permanent upgrade is installed.

• When placing your order, consider how many engines will be left on your machine and how this will
impact your enhanced drawer availability.

• Capacity limits or specialty engine limits. (See Table 1 on page 29, Table 2 on page 29, Table 3 on
page 30, Table 4 on page 30, and Table 5 on page 30.) 

Table 1. IBM z16 Model A01 - Capacity limits and specialty engine limits for permanent upgrades

Model Available
PUs

Active PUs zIIPs/
uzIIPs

Base
SAPs

Opt
SAPs

Spare
PUsCPs ICFs /

uICFs
IFLs / uIFLs

A01 39 0 - 39 0 - 39/38 0 - 39/38 0 -
25/24

5 0 - 8 2

A01 82 0 - 82 0 - 82/81 0 - 82/81 0 -
54/53

10 0 - 8 2

A01 125 0 - 125 0 -
125/124

0 - 125/124 0 -
82/81

15 0 - 8 2

A01 168 0 - 168 0 -
168/167

0 - 168/167 0 -
110/109

20 0 - 8 2

A01 200 0 - 200 0 -
200/199

0 - 200/199 0 -
132/131

24 0 - 8 2

Table 2. z15 Model T02 - Capacity limits and specialty engine limits for permanent upgrades

Model Available
PUs

Active PUs zIIP Base
SAPs

Opt
SAPs

Spare
PUsCPs ICF IFLs / uIFLs

T02 4 0 - 4 0 - 4 0 - 4/3 0 - 2 2 0 - 2 1

T02 13 0 - 6 0 - 13 0 - 13/12 0 - 7 2 0 - 2 1
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Table 2. z15 Model T02 - Capacity limits and specialty engine limits for permanent upgrades (continued)

Model Available
PUs

Active PUs zIIP Base
SAPs

Opt
SAPs

Spare
PUsCPs ICF IFLs / uIFLs

T02 21 0 - 6 0 - 21 0 - 21/20 0 - 12 3 0 - 2 2

T02 31 0 - 6 0 - 31 0 - 31/30 0 - 12 4 0 - 8 2

T02 65 0 - 6 0 - 65 0 - 65/64 0 - 12 8 0 - 8 2

Table 3. LinuxONE III Model LT2- Capacity limits and specialty engine limits for permanent upgrades

Model Available
PUs

Active PUs zIIP Base
SAPs

Opt
SAPs

Spare
PUsCPs ICF IFLs / uIFLs

LT2 4 0 - 4 0 - 4 1 - 4 / 0 - 3 0 - 2 2 0 - 2 1

LT2 13 0 - 6 0 - 13 1 - 13 / 0 -12 0 - 7 2 0 - 2 1

LT2 21 0 - 6 0 - 21 1 - 21 / 0 - 20 0 - 12 3 0 - 2 2

LT2 31 0 - 6 0 - 31 1 - 31 / 0 - 30 0 - 12 4 0 - 8 2

LT2 65 0 - 6 0 - 65 1 - 65 / 0 - 64 0 - 12 8 0 - 8 2

Table 4. z15 Model T01 - Capacity limits and specialty engine limits for permanent upgrades

Model Available
PUs

Active PUs zIIP Base
SAPs

Opt
SAPs

Spare
PUsCPs ICF IFLs / uIFLs

T01 34 0 - 34 0 - 34 0 - 34/33 0 - 22 4 0 - 8 2

T01 71 0 - 71 0 - 71 0 - 71/70 0 - 46 8 0 - 8 2

T01 108 0 - 108 0 - 108 0 - 108/107 0 - 70 12 0 - 8 2

T01 145 0 - 145 0 - 145 0 - 145/144 0 - 107 16 0 - 8 2

T01 190 0 - 190 0 - 190 0 - 190/189 0 - 126 22 0 - 8 2

Table 5. LinuxONE III Model LT1- Capacity limits and specialty engine limits for permanent upgrades

Model Available
PUs

Active PUs zIIP Base
SAPs

Opt
SAPs

Spare
PUsCPs ICF IFLs / uIFLs

LT1 34 0 - 34 0 - 34 1 - 34 / 0 - 33 0 - 22 4 0 - 8 2

LT1 71 0 - 71 0 - 71 1 - 71 / 0 -70 0 - 46 8 0 - 8 2

LT1 108 0 - 108 0 - 108 1 - 108 / 0 - 107 0 - 70 12 0 - 8 2

LT1 145 0 - 145 0 - 145 1 - 145 / 0 - 144 0 - 107 16 0 - 8 2

LT1 190 0 - 190 0 - 190 1 - 190 / 0 - 189 0 - 126 22 0 - 8 2

• The 2:1 zIIP to CP ratio for IBM Z processor configurations applies to permanent upgrade orders. The
ratio may be a factor in limiting the number of zIIPs you can order.

• If you increase permanent capacity, you may be taking away from the additional capacity available for
CBU.

• If you increase permanent capacity while On/Off CoD resources are active, any active On/Off resources
of the same type are used to satisfy the permanent upgrade.
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• If you have a leased machine, determine whether you are going to lease the upgrade or purchase the
upgrade.

• If your business process requires you to have a purchase order before placing an order, make sure you
have the purchase order number ready before placing your order.

• CIU Express is the default method for ordering permanent upgrades. It allows you to place permanent
upgrade orders for your machine and have the orders ready for download in a significantly shorter time
frame - approximately three hours. The order will be staged until you download or cancel the upgrade
record.

When ordering a permanent upgrade, you may optionally choose not to follow the CIU Express method.
If you do not use CIU Express, the processing of your order will take significantly longer. In addition,
you will only have up to 30 days to download your permanent upgrade record. Notification is sent seven
days before the expiration. It is highly recommended that you use the default CIU Express method of
processing your upgrade order.

Continue to “How to order an upgrade record” on page 35 for instructions on how to order a permanent
upgrade using the CIU application through Resource Link.

Temporary upgrade considerations
This section provides information you should consider before ordering temporary upgrade records.

On/Off CoD considerations
Before you order an On/Off CoD record, consider the following:

• For a single On/Off CoD record,

– The maximum upgrade for CP capacity is 100% of the current purchased capacity. Current
purchased capacity (also referred to as the "high water mark" or HWM) includes owned and active
permanent capacity and owned and unassigned permanent capacity. (See Figure 16 on page 32.)
Capacity is computed based on processing capacity gained by adding the engines. It is based off the
published LSPR values for the configuration. 
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Figure 16. Maximum CP capacity
– The maximum upgrade allowed for specialty engines is doubling the number of engines.

For example, for an increase in model capacity, if you have a 711, you can activate up to a 727. If you
have a 711 with 2 unassigned engines (713 purchased), you would be able to activate up to a 731. For
an increase in specialty engines, if you have 6 ICFs, you can add up to 6 more ICFs.

It is recommended that when you order a post-paid On/Off CoD record, you order the maximum
capacity and maximum number of specialty engines.

Note: Resource Link will not allow you to order beyond the maximum.

Although it is recommended that you order the maximum capacity and number of specialty engines
when you order a On/Off CoD record, there may be reasons when you do not want to maximize. For
example, you may:

– Not want all engines available for use.
– Want to prevent certain types of upgrades.
– Want to reactivate just the unassigned capacity (order 0%).

Note: Even though Resource Link displays the high water mark model when you specify 0% when
ordering, a 0% On/Off CoD record on a downgraded machine allows you to activate any supported
On/Off CoD upgrades to unassigned model capacities between the active permanent configuration
and your high water mark.

• By default, an On/Off CoD record is initially available up to 180 days, starting on the date you place your
order. After the 180 days, the record will expire unless you "replenish" the record. Replenish allows you
to use an existing configuration to either increase your capacity, add specialty engines, or extend the
expiration date rather than ordering a new On/Off CoD record.

You can order a replenishment record to manually extend the expiration date or you can enable the
automatic renewal function to automatically extend the expiration date of installed records. With the
automatic renewal function, a replenishment record is automatically generated 90 days before the
record expires. The expiration date on the newly generated replenishment record is set to 180 days
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from the date the record was automatically generated, which extends the expiration date 90 days from
the previous expiration date.

The automatic renewal function is available on post-paid On/Off CoD records. Automatic renewal
requires a Remote Support Facility (RSF) connection.

Refer to “How to order a replenishment record” on page 54 for instructions describing how to order a
replenishment record.

• If you apply a permanent upgrade, by default, any active On/Off CoD resources of the same type
are converted to permanent upgrades. If all On/Off CoD resources are consumed by the permanent
upgrade, the On/Off CoD record remains active with zero resources allocated. Therefore, after the
permanent upgrade is complete, you should deactivate (or Undo) the On/Off CoD record.

• If your business process requires you to have a purchase order before placing an order, make sure you
have the purchase order number ready before placing your order.

Continue to “How to order an upgrade record” on page 35 for instructions how to order an On/Off CoD
record using the CIU application through Resource Link.

On/Off CoD test considerations
Before you order an On/Off CoD test record, consider the following:

• There is one free On/Off CoD test allowed for each machine that is registered for On/Off CoD.
• An On/Off CoD test record has a maximum duration of 24 hours. It is automatically deactivated after 24

hours.
• An On/Off CoD test record is deactivated if the number of CPs and the number of specialty engines are

set to zero.
• You can order any configuration within the limits of a normal On/Off CoD record.
• You can change activation levels with a On/Off CoD test record.

Administrative On/Off CoD test considerations
Before you order an administrative On/Off CoD test record, consider the following:

• The capacity level is fixed at 0%.
• You can order an administrative On/Off CoD test record that never expires, has an expiration date but is

automatically renewed, or needs to be manually replenished within 180 days.

CBU considerations
Before you order a CBU record, consider the following:

• Determine what engines you need to backup.
• Determine whether you need to backup one machine at a time or multiple machines.
• Determine whether you need to backup multiple machines simultaneously.
• When ordering a CBU record, the specialty engines are ordered by quantity and the CP capacity is

managed by feature codes.

For CP capacity, you select feature codes to either add engines or increase the engine speed. (See
Figure 17 on page 34.)
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Figure 17. CBU CP feature codes
• A single real activation is available up to 90 consecutive days, starting on the date you activate the CBU

record.
• If your business process requires you to have a purchase order before placing an order, make sure you

have the purchase order number ready before placing your order.
• When ordering a CBU record, you must specify the length of the contract. The length of the contract can

be 1-5 years.
• Each CBU record provides a specific number of free, 10-day test activations. The number of free test

activations equates to the number of years that are purchased with the CBU record. (For example,
a three year CBU record has three tests activations, a one year CBU record has one test activation.)
Additional test activations beyond the free tests may be purchased in single increments up to a
maximum of 15 CBU tests per record. This maximum of 15 tests per record cannot be exceeded and
includes any free activations plus additional paid test activations.

These test activations are only available for use if the real activation is available. Once the real
activation has been used, all activations are disabled until the real activation is restored.

• If you want to order more tests or extend the expiration date to an existing record, you can "replenish"
the order. Replenishment allows you to use an existing configuration rather than ordering a new CBU
record. Refer to “How to order a replenishment record” on page 54 for detailed instructions.

• The 2:1 zIIP to CP ratio for IBM Z processor configurations applies to CBU record orders. The ratio may
be a factor in limiting the number of zIIPs you can order.

• You cannot decrease the capacity level.
• You cannot remove permanent engines from the configuration.

Continue to “How to order an upgrade record” on page 35 for instructions how to order a CBU record
using the CIU application through Resource Link.

CPE considerations
Before you order a CPE record, consider the following:

• This is only one real activation per record.
• There are no test activations.
• A single activation is available for 72 consecutive hours (3 days), starting on the date you activate the

CPE record.
• The CIU application allows you to select a model capacity and a number of specialty engines that might

exceed the server's available engines. However, when it is time to activate this capacity, you can only
activate capacity up the machine's available engines.

• If your business process requires you to have a purchase order before placing an order, make sure you
have the purchase order number ready before placing your order.

• The 2:1 zIIP to CP ratio for IBM Z processor configurations applies to CPE record orders. The ratio may
be a factor in limiting the number of zIIPs you can order.

• You cannot decrease the capacity level.
• You cannot remove permanent engines from the configuration.
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Continue to “How to order an upgrade record” on page 35 for instructions how to order a CPE record
using the CIU application through Resource Link.

System Recovery Boost Upgrade considerations
Before you order a System Recovery Boost Upgrade record, consider the following:

• The machine configuration must include at least one permanent zIIP.
• You can order and install one record per enabled machine.
• You can use the additional zIIPs activated by the record only for a system recovery zIIP boost.
• A logical partition's control program must support the System Recovery Boost function to be able to use

additional zIIPs activated by the record.
• The number of available engines in your machine configuration may limit the number of additional zIIPs

you can activate with the record.
• The 2:1 zIIP to CP ratio for IBM Z processor configuration is not applicable; the ratio does not limit the

additional zIIPs you can activate with the record.

How to order an upgrade record
To order an upgrade record using the CIU application through Resource Link, follow these steps:

1. Sign onto Resource Link.
2. Click Customer Initiated Upgrade from the left navigation bar on the main Resource Link page. The

Active machine profiles page opens. It lists all machines on which you are authorized to create or
replenish orders, or on which you are listed as the order approver or viewer.

3. The first column displays the machine type, serial number, and customer number of each machine as a
link. Click the link for the desired machine. The Machine profile page opens.

4. Depending on the type of upgrade, select from one of the following procedures and follow the steps
describing how to order the record:

• “Ordering a permanent upgrade” on page 35
• “Ordering an On/Off CoD record” on page 37
• “Ordering an On/Off CoD test record” on page 39
• “Ordering an On/Off CoD record with prepaid upgrades” on page 40
• “Ordering an On/Off CoD record with spending limits” on page 44
• “Ordering an administrative On/Off CoD test record” on page 48
• “Ordering a CBU record” on page 49
• “Ordering a CPE record” on page 51

Ordering a permanent upgrade
An authorized orderer can order a permanent upgrade record for a machine from its CIU machine profile
page. The order forms are presented as two or three steps, depending on the machine type and profile
settings:

1. On the Machine profile page, click Order permanent upgrade. The Order permanent upgrade -
Step (1 of 2 | 1 of 3): Configure the record page displays the current configuration and upgrade
configuration information.

If the permanent upgrade ordering option is grayed out, the reason will be listed under the Notes in the
machine profile About ordering section.
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2. Two selection columns display upgrade configuration options..

• The Total configuration selection list represents the amount of capacity you have purchased on the
system. This is sometimes referred to as the "high water mark."

• The Active configuration selection list represents the amount of capacity you want active on the
system. These selections allow you to unassign model capacity or supported specialty engines by
setting the active configuration lower than the total configuration.

The capacity listed in the Total configuration field will always be greater than or equal to the capacity
listed in the Active configuration field.

a. Select the total upgrade configuration you want to order. For each entry, click the arrow to display
the available upgrade values, and select your values.
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Note: Only the available upgrade values will display. For example, if you increase the number of
CPs in your model capacity value, the number of specialty engines available for you to select will
decrease.

b. Select the model capacity and specialty engines you want in the active configuration. Remember,
you do not have to specify all your total model capacity or total specialty engines in the active
configuration. By setting the active configuration lower than the total configuration, model capacity
and specialty engines not in the active configuration will be unassigned when you install the
upgrade.

c. If a price agreement was not negotiated for this machine, the Total purchase price displays the
value Not Negotiated. While you can submit the order without a price, it will not be staged until a
price is set. Contact your IBM sales representative to negotiate the price agreement. Once the price
is set, you will be notified to return to Resource Link to accept the price.

Click Continue after selecting the upgrade configuration.
3. The Order permanent upgrade - Step 2 of 3: Select order options page opens if the machine

supports or requires setting options for CIU Express leasing or a purchase order.

Set the options applicable to your order:

a. Select the order method (CIU Express: Yes or No). By default, CIU Express is enabled (Yes) for
a machine, unless indicated otherwise in the contract, to enable retrieving a permanent upgrade
record order from the support system within approximately three hours after it is ordered.

b. If the machine is a leased machine, enter the lease information
c. If your company requires a purchase order and requires approval for the order, you can enter the

purchase order number and amount on this page or after the order is submitted, or the approver
can enter the purchase order number and amount. You or the approver can optionally attach a copy
of the purchase order.

If your company requires a purchase order and does not requires approval for the order, you must
enter the purchase order number and amount on this page. You can optionally attach a copy of the
purchase order.

d. Click Continue after setting the order options.
4. On the Order permanent upgrade - Step (2 of 2 | 3 of 3) : Review and submit your order page, verify

the information is correct and read the terms of the order. If you accept the terms, click I accept the
Terms and Conditions of this order and click Submit to order the record.

5. The order is created. If subsequent order processing actions are necessary, such as setting the
order price or approving the order, Resource Link sets the order status accordingly and notifies the
responsible party by email. The record will be staged on the support system for download after all
subsequent order processing actions are completed by the responsible parties.

Ordering an On/Off CoD record
An authorized orderer can order an On/Off CoD record for a machine from its CIU machine profile page:

1. Click Order On/Off CoD record. The Order On/Off CoD record Step 1 of 2: Configure the record page
opens.
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2. For upgrades that have prices set for this machine, the maximum selections are automatically
initialized and displayed. Maximizing the selections creates an On/Off CoD capacity record that
supports the widest possible range of On/Off CoD upgrades for the current machine configuration.

If the prices are not negotiated yet, the upgrade value for the model capacity displays 0% and the
upgrade value of each specialty engines displays 0. You can still select a value, however, before the
order can be approved the price must be negotiated.

Note: For model capacity, 100% means when you will be doubling your existing capacity (not doubling
the number of engines).

To view the supported upgrades, click Show upgrades. If prices have been set for this machine, you
can view the supported upgrades and their prices by clicking Show upgrade prices. These tables list
the supported model capacities and their relative capacity as a percentage of the current capacity.

The expiration date and automatic renewal option also display. (The automatic renewal option
only displays on this initial Order On/Off CoD record page. It does not display when you order a
replenishment record.) By default, an On/Off CoD record is initially available up to 180 days, starting
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on the date you place your order. After the 180 days, the record will expire unless you replenish
(renew) the record. You can automatically renew an installed record by enabling the automatic renewal
function. (This is the default setting.) If you do not want the automatic renewal function enabled,
deselect the Renew automatically checkbox. Then you must manually order replenishment records to
extend the expiration date.

3. For each entry, click the arrow to select your upgrade values. Then click Continue. The Order On/Off
CoD record (Step 2 of 2) page displays the values you entered along with the upgrade daily prices (if
the prices were negotiated). The order description field will help identify this order in the staged orders
listed on the Support Element. (You can change the description.)

4. On the Order On/Off CoD record (Step 2 of 2) page, read the terms and conditions.
5. If you are ready to accept, check I accept the Terms and Conditions of this order and click Submit.
6. The On/Off CoD record order page opens. Your record is now ordered and this page displays all the

information about the record. This information includes the status of the order, the description, the
expiration date, and the capacity upgrades you selected.

If the order price is not negotiated, the status is Needs price agreement. This means an order was
created without a prenegotiated agreement in place. Contact your sales representative to negotiate a
price agreement. Once the price is set, you will be notified to return to Resource Link to accept the
price.

The order cannot be approved until the price has been negotiated and accepted.
7. When the order has been approved and is ready to be retrieved, the order status is Download ready.

(You will also receive an email informing you that your upgrade record is "Download ready.")
8. Now your order can now be retrieved, installed, and activated through the Support Element.

As the order is retrieved, installed, and activated, the status will be reflected on the Machine profile
page. For a list of possible status definitions, click Order status definitions located on the right
navigation pane.

Ordering an On/Off CoD test record
Complete the steps under “How to order an upgrade record” on page 35 before you perform the following
steps.

1. On the Machine profile page, check the Notes section to make sure a test record is available to order.
2. Click Order On/Off CoD test record. The Order On/Off CoD test record (Step 1 of 2) page opens.
3. For upgrades that have prices set for this machine, the maximum selections are automatically

initialized and displayed. Maximizing the selections creates an On/Off CoD capacity test record that
supports the widest possible range of On/Off CoD upgrades for the current machine configuration.

If the prices are not negotiated yet, the upgrade value for the model capacity displays 0% and the
upgrade value of each specialty engines displays 0. You can still select a value, however, before the
order can be approved the price must be negotiated.

Note: For model capacity, 100% means when you will be doubling your existing capacity (not doubling
the number of engines).

To view the supported upgrades, click Show upgrades. If prices have been set for this machine, you
can view the supported upgrades and their prices by clicking Show upgrade prices. These tables lists
the supported model capacities and their relative capacity as a percentage of the current capacity.

For a test record, you have a maximum duration of 24 hours.
4. For each entry, click the arrow to select your upgrade values. Then click Continue. The Order On/Off

CoD test record (Step 2 of 2) page displays the values you entered along with the upgrade daily prices
(if the prices were negotiated). The order description field will help identify this order in the staged
orders listed on the Support Element. (You can change the description.)

5. On the Order On/Off CoD test record (Step 2 of 2) page, read the terms and conditions.
6. If you are ready to accept, check I accept the Terms and Conditions of this order and click Submit.
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7. The On/Off CoD test order page opens. Your record is now ordered and this page displays all the
information about the record . This information includes the status of the order, the description, and
the capacity upgrades you selected.

Note: A test record is activated for a 24 hour period. It is deactivated automatically. Although you may
see prices listed, you will incur no hardware or software costs during this 24 hours period. The main
reason for ordering a test record is to validate that the complete order, retrieve, install, activate, and
deactivate On/Off CoD capacity upgrade process performs nondisruptively. This includes viewing the
prices.

If the order price is not negotiated, the status is Needs price agreement. This means an order was
created without a prenegotiated agreement in place. Contact your sales representative to negotiate a
price agreement. Once the price is set, you will be notified to return to Resource Link to accept the
price.

The order cannot be approved until the price has been negotiated and accepted.
8. When the order has been approved and is ready to be retrieved, the order status is Download ready.

(You will also receive an email informing you that your upgrade record is "Download ready.")
9. Now your order can now be retrieved, installed, and activated through the Support Element.

As the order is retrieved, installed, and activated, the status will be reflected on the Machine profile
page. For a list of possible status definitions, click Order status definitions located on the right
navigation pane.

Ordering an On/Off CoD record with prepaid upgrades
An authorized orderer can order an On/Off CoD record with prepaid upgrades for a machine from its CIU
machine profile page:

1. Click Order On/Off CoD record with prepaid upgrades. The Order On/Off CoD record - Step 1 of 3:
Configure the record page opens.
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2. For upgrades that have prices set for this machine, the maximum selections are automatically
initialized and displayed. Maximizing the selections creates an On/Off CoD capacity record that
supports the widest possible range of On/Off CoD upgrades for the current machine configuration.
It is recommended to keep the maximum values on this page. Then you will have a wider selection
of prepaid upgrades to add to your order. The values you choose on this page determines the values
displayed in the pulldown menus on the next page.

If the prices are not negotiated yet, the upgrade value for the model capacity displays 0% and the
upgrade value of each specialty engines displays 0. You can still select a value, however, before the
order can be approved the price must be negotiated.

Note: For model capacity, 100% means when you will be doubling your existing capacity (not doubling
the number of engines).

To view the supported upgrades, click Show upgrades. If prices have been set for this machine, you
can view the supported upgrades and their prices by clicking Show upgrade prices. These tables lists
the supported model capacities and their relative capacity as a percentage of the current capacity.

For each entry, select your upgrade values. Click Continue. The Order On/Off CoD record - Step 2 of
3: Add prepaid upgrades page opens.
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3. For each entry (model capacity or engine type), following these steps:

Note: You must add one upgrade at a time to your order.

a. Click the arrow to display the pulldown menu, and select your upgrade value. The price (if
negotiated) automatically displays in the Price per day field. If the price is not negotiated, you
can still select a value; however, before the order can be approved, the price must be negotiated.

Note: Remember, the values listed in the pulldown menus on this page are based on the values you
selected on the previous page.
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b. Select the number of days you want to use this upgrade.
c. Click Add to order. The information displays in the Prepaid upgrades table. This table displays

information about each upgrade you selected. This information includes: the upgrade configuration
you selected, the number of days for each upgrade, the number of tokens for each upgrade, and the
price of each upgrade. It also displays the total price of all the upgrades you selected for this order.

Note: You are not limited to activating the exact upgrades you order. You can order what you
estimate you will use, but you can activate whatever you need within the limits of the tokens.

For example, if you first select 732 (32 CPs) from the Model capacity pulldown menu for three days
use, and then select 8 from the IFL pulldown menu for two days of use, a Prepaid upgrades table
similar to the following displays:

d. If you want to remove any upgrade before continuing, next to the appropriate upgrade configuration
in the Prepaid upgrades table, select Remove. The total price is automatically adjusted.

e. Once you are finished adding the prepaid upgrades to your order, click Continue. The Order On/Off
CoD record - Step 3 of 3: Review and submit your order page opens.

4. Review the upgrades you selected. You can display the data in the Prepaid upgrade table two ways: by
upgrade configuration (shown in the previous step) or by upgrade type (shown as follows).
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Click on the number of tokens listed for Model capacity (in our example, 459), to display a table that
lists the various configurations you can activate with the number of tokens available.

If you need to make any changes or remove any upgrades, go back to the Step 2 of 3: Add prepaid
upgrades page and make any corrections.

The Description field will help identify this order in the staged orders listed on the Support Element.
You can change the description.

5. On the Order On/Off CoD record (Step 3 of 3) page, read the terms and conditions.
6. If you are ready to accept, check I accept the Terms and Conditions of this order and click Submit.
7. The On/Off CoD record order page opens. Your record is now ordered and this page displays all the

information about the record. This information includes the status of the order, the description, and the
capacity upgrades you selected.

If the order price is not negotiated, the status is Needs price agreement. This means an order was
created without a prenegotiated agreement in place. Contact your sales representative to negotiate a
price agreement. Once the price is set, you will be notified to return to Resource Link to accept the
price.

The order cannot be approved until the price has been negotiated and accepted.
8. When the order has been approved and is ready to be retrieved, the order status is Download ready.

(You will also receive an email informing you that your upgrade record is "Download ready.")
9. Now your order can now be retrieved, installed, and activated through the Support Element.

As the order is retrieved, installed, and activated, the status will be reflected on the Machine profile
page. For a list of possible status definitions, click Order status definitions located on the right
navigation pane.

Ordering an On/Off CoD record with spending limits
An authorized orderer can order an On/Off CoD record with spending limits for a machine from its CIU
machine profile page:
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1. Click Order On/Off CoD record with spending limits. The Order On/Off CoD record - Step 1 of 3:
Configure the record page opens.

2. For upgrades that have prices set for this machine, the maximum selections are automatically
initialized and displayed. Maximizing the selections creates an On/Off CoD capacity record that
supports the widest possible range of On/Off CoD upgrades for the current machine configuration. It
is recommended to keep the maximum values on this page. Then on the next page, you will have a
wider selection of upgrades to add to your order.

If the prices are not negotiated yet, the upgrade value for the model capacity displays 0% and the
upgrade value of each specialty engines displays 0. You can still select a value, however, before the
order can be approved the price must be negotiated.

Note: For model capacity, 100% means when you will be doubling your existing capacity (not
doubling the number of engines).

To view the supported upgrades, click Show upgrades. If prices have been set for this machine,
you can view the supported upgrades and their prices by clicking Show upgrade prices. These
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tables lists the supported model capacities and their relative capacity as a percentage of the current
capacity.

The expiration date and automatic renewal option also display. (The automatic renewal option
only displays on this initial Order On/Off CoD record page. It does not display when you order a
replenishment record.) By default, an On/Off CoD record is initially available up to 180 days, starting
on the date you place your order. After the 180 days, the record will expire unless you replenish
(renew) the record. You can automatically renew an installed record by enabling the automatic
renewal function. (This is the default setting.) If you do not want the automatic renewal function
enabled, deselect the Renew automatically checkbox. Then you must manually order replenishment
records to extend the expiration date.

3. For each entry, select your upgrade values. Click Continue. The Order On/Off CoD record - Step 2 of
3: Set spending limits page opens.

4. In the Limit spending to: field, identify the maximum amount you want to spend for the model
capacity upgrade and each engine upgrade.
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The spending limit must be entered in whole numbers. For example, suppose you want to set a
spending limit of $50,000.00 for model capacity upgrades and $6000.00 for SAP engines. In the
Limit spending to: field, enter 50000 and 6000, respectively.

Once you are finished entering and reviewing the data, click Continue. The Order On/Off CoD record
Step 3 of 3: Review and submit your order page opens.

5. After you select your upgrade values and your spending limit for each upgrade, Resource link
calculates the maximum number of tokens so the cost of any upgrades that consume all these tokens
will not exceed the spending limit. This information is displayed in the Spending limits by upgrade
type table.

For model capacity upgrades, if you click on the number of tokens identified in the New tokens or
Total tokens column, the On/Off CoD tokens page opens. Based on the monetary amount identified
on the Order On/Off CoD record (Step 2 of 3) page, the information in this page identifies the
number of tokens needed per day and the corresponding maximum number of days allowed for each
available model capacity level. The available model capacity levels listed is determined by the model
capacity percentage you identified on the Order On/Off CoD record (Page 1 of 3) page.

For specialty engines, the table displays the number of available tokens based on the number of
engines identified on the Order On/Off CoD record (Page 1 of 3) page and the monetary amount
identified on the Order On/Off CoD record (Page 2 of 3) page.

Review the upgrades and spending limits you selected. If you need to make any changes or remove
any upgrades, go back to the previous pages and make any corrections.

The Description field will help identify this order in the staged orders listed on the Support Element.
You can change the description.

6. On the Order On/Off CoD record (Step 3 of 3) page, read the terms and conditions.
7. If you are ready to accept, check I accept the Terms and Conditions of this order and click Submit.
8. The On/Off CoD record order page opens. Your record is now ordered and this page displays all the

information about the record. This information includes the status of the order, the description, the
expiration date, and the tokens for the spending limit.

If the order price is not negotiated, the status is Needs price agreement. This means an order was
created without a prenegotiated agreement in place. Contact your sales representative to negotiate
a price agreement. Once the price is set, you will be notified to return to Resource Link to accept the
price.
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The order cannot be approved until the price has been negotiated and accepted.
9. When the order has been approved and is ready to be retrieved, the order status is Download ready.

(You will also receive an email informing you that your upgrade record is "Download ready.")
10. Now your order can now be retrieved, installed, and activated through the Support Element.

As the order is retrieved, installed, and activated, the status will be reflected on the Machine profile
page. For a list of possible status definitions, click Order status definitions located on the right
navigation pane.

Ordering an administrative On/Off CoD test record
Complete the steps under “How to order an upgrade record” on page 35 before you perform the following
steps.

1. On the Machine profile page, click Order administrative On/Off CoD test record. The Order
administrative On/Off CoD test record (Step 1 or 2) page opens.

2. Replenishment information also displays. This includes the expiration date field, the option to enable
automatic renewal for the record, and the option to set no expiration date for the record.

By default, the test record is initially available up to 180 days, starting on the date you place your
order. After the 180 days, the record will expire unless you replenish (renew) the record or set no
expiration date. You can automatically renew an installed record by enabling the automatic renewal
function. (This is the default setting.) If you do not want the automatic renewal function enabled,
deselect the Renew automatically checkbox. Then you must manually order replenishment records to
extend the expiration date.
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The options to enable automatic renewal or to set no expiration date only display on this initial Order
administrative On/Off CoD test record page. They do not display when you order a replenishment
record. Also, if you select Record does not expire, you will not be able to order a replenishment record
because there is nothing to replenish.

3. Click Continue. The Order administrative On/Off CoD test record (Step 2 of 2) page displays. The
order description field will help identify this order in the staged orders listed on the Support Element.
(You can change the description.)

4. Read the terms and conditions.
5. If you are ready to accept, check I accept the Terms and Conditions of this order and click Submit.
6. The On/Off CoD admin test record order page opens. Your record is now ordered and this page

displays all the information about the record . This information includes the status of the order, the
description, the expiration date, and the replenishment automatic renewal status.

7. When the order has been approved and is ready to be retrieved, the order status is Download ready.
(You will also receive an email informing you that your upgrade record is "Download ready.")

8. Now your order can now be retrieved, installed, and activated through the Support Element.

As the order is retrieved, installed, and activated, the status will be reflected on the Machine profile
page. For a list of possible status definitions, click Order status definitions located on the right
navigation pane.

Ordering a CBU record
An authorized orderer can order a Capacity Backup (CBU) record for a machine from its CIU machine
profile page:

1. Click Order Capacity Backup (CBU) record. The Order Capacity Backup record - Step 1 of 2:
Configure the record page opens.
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2. Select the model capacity and the number of specialty engines you need. Based on the model capacity
you selected, the number of feature codes to be ordered will display in the entry field.

Select the contract length - 1 to 5 years. Each CBU record provides one free, 10-day test for every year
purchased with the CBU record.

Optionally, select the number of additional test activations (for a fee). A maximum of 15 tests per
record cannot be exceeded. This includes any free test activations plus additional paid test activations.

3. Click Continue. The Order Capacity Backup record (Step 2 of 2) page displays the values you
entered along with the price per year (if the prices were negotiated). The order description field will
help identify this order in the staged orders listed on the Support Element. (You can change the
description.)

4. Read the terms and conditions.
5. If you are ready to accept, check I accept the Terms and Conditions of this order and click Submit.
6. The Capacity Backup record order page opens. Your record is now ordered and this page displays all

the information about the record . This information includes the status of the order, the description,
and the capacity upgrades you selected.

If the order price is not negotiated, the status is Needs price agreement. This means an order was
created without a prenegotiated agreement in place. Contact your sales representative to negotiate a
price agreement. Once the price is set, you will be notified to return to Resource Link to accept the
price.

The order cannot be approved until the price has been negotiated and accepted.
7. When the order has been approved and is ready to be retrieved, the order status is Download ready.

(You will also receive an email informing you that your upgrade record is "Download ready.")
8. Now your order can now be retrieved, installed, and activated through the Support Element.

As the order is retrieved, installed, and activated, the status will be reflected on the Machine profile
page. For a list of possible status definitions, click Order status definitions located on the right
navigation pane.

Ordering a CPE record
An authorized orderer can order a Capacity for Planned Events (CPE) record for a machine from its CIU
machine profile page:

1. Click Order Capacity for Planned Events (CPE) record. The Order Capacity for Planned Events
record - Step 1 of 2: Configure the record page opens.
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2. Select the model capacity and the number of specialty engines you need. The CIU application allows
you to select a model capacity and number of specialty engines that might exceed the server's
available engines. However, you will only be able to activate capacity up to the server's available
engines. It can be activated for up to 72 hours (3 days).

3. Click Continue. The Order Capacity for Planned Events record - Step 2 of 2: Review and submit
your order page opens.

If prices are negotiated, the price for each value you entered and the total price display.

If the price is not negotiated yet, the value in the Total price field is Not negotiated. You can still
submit the record, however, before the order can be approved, the price must be negotiated.

4. Read the terms and conditions.
5. If you are ready to accept, check I accept the Terms and Conditions of this order and click Submit.
6. The Capacity for Planned Events record order page opens. Your record is now ordered and this page

displays all the information about the record. This information includes the status of the order, the
description, and the total price (or not negotiated).

If the order price is not negotiated, the status is Needs price agreement and the total price is Not
negotiated. Contact your sales representative to negotiate a price agreement. Once the price is set,
you will be notified to return to Resource Link to accept the price.
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The order cannot be approved until the price has been negotiated and accepted.
7. When the order has been approved and is ready to be retrieved, the order status is Download ready.

(You will also receive an email informing you that your upgrade record is "Download ready.")
8. Now your order can now be retrieved, installed, and activated through the Support Element.

As the order is retrieved, installed, and activated, the status will be reflected on the Machine profile
page. For a list of possible status definitions, click Order status definitions located on the right
navigation pane.

Ordering a System Recovery Boost Upgrade record
To order a System Recovery Boost Upgrade record, open the machine profile page on Resource Link (see
“How to order an upgrade record” on page 35), go to the Ordering options link list, and click Order
System Recovery Boost Upgrade record. Then follow the instructions on the subsequent order forms to:

1. Configure the record
2. Review and submit the order.

There is an additional step if your enterprise requires a Purchase Order (PO) for the record order. After you
configure the record (step 1), an additional order form is displayed for you to provide the PO information.

Configure the record
Configuring the record is the first step in ordering a new System Recovery Boost Upgrade record. This
step's order form displays the record configuration you can order for your machine. A standard record is
configured with:

• 30 activations, of up to 20 additional zIIPs, for up to six hours per activation
• Automatic activation token replenishment enabled.

The record subscription length (ie. how long you can use the record) is configurable, and is a factor
in computing the record price. Select the subscription length you want for your record, in one year
increments, from one to five years. If your machine is eligible for a free 90 day trial record, select zero (0)
years to order the trial record:

Figure 18. System Recovery Boost Upgrade record order form subscription length selection

Automatic activation token replenishment is a service that automatically orders, downloads, and installs
replenishment records to restore an installed record's activation tokens. The service is enabled by default
to better maintain an ongoing supply of tokens for the record.

Optionally, consider disabling automatic activation token replenishment only if you prefer to order
replenishment records manually to restore activation tokens. To disable automatic activation token
replenishment for a new record order, unmark its checkbox on the order form:

Figure 19. System Recovery Boost Upgrade record order form with automatic activation token
replenishment disabled
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Review and submit the order
Reviewing and submitting the order is the last step in ordering a new System Recovery Boost Upgrade
record. Use this step's order form to:

• Review the record configuration and total price
• Edit the record description (optional)
• Accept the Terms and Conditions of the order (required)
• Submit the order.

If System Recovery Boost Upgrade record pricing has been set up in advance for your machine, the
order's total price is set accordingly. Otherwise, if pricing is not available, the total price is not set and
is displayed instead as "not negotiated". But you can still submit your order. An IBM pricing team will be
notified about setting its price.

The order's default record description summarizes the record configuration. Optionally you can edit it if
you prefer to describe the record differently. Record details shown on Resource Link pages and support
element Perform Model Conversion windows (after the record is installed) typically include the record
description.

Accepting the Terms and Conditions of the order is required to submit it. Mark the I accept checkbox then
click Submit to submit the order.

There is no charge for ordering a System Recovery Boost Upgrade record. You are billed for the record
upon downloading it.

Order processing and status
After you submit a record order, subsequent order processing makes the record ready to download. But it
may require you or others to take action to support and continue order processing. Resource Link notifies
you and others to take action via email. Use the record order page on the Resource Link to take any
required action and to monitor the order status:

• Needs price agreement indicates the order price is not set and an IBM pricing team was notified to set
the order price.

• Needs customer approval indicates an IBM pricing team set the order price, your machine's authorized
orderers were notified, and any one orderer must approve the order price.

• Needs secondary approval indicates your machine's authorized order approvers were notified and any
one order approver must approve the order.

• Needs BP admin approval indicates you will be billed for the order by an IBM Business Partner, and the
Business Partner was notified to approve the order.

Resource Link likewise notifies you via email when order processing has completed and your record is
ready to download. The record order page on the Resource Link displays the order status:

• Staging order indicates IBM's automated process for making the record ready to download is in
progress. This process typically is completed within an hour. No action is required by you or others.

• Download ready indicates order processing has completed and the record is ready for you to download.

How to order a replenishment record
You can modify (replenish) On/Off CoD records for upgrades without spending limits, On/Off CoD records
for prepaid upgrades, On/Off CoD records for upgrades with spending limits, administrative On/Off CoD
test record, and CBU records. Ordering a replenishment record allows you to use an existing On/Off CoD
or CBU record to increase the limits for currently active orders without having to replace the record.

When ordering an On/Off CoD replenishment record (other than an administrative On/Off CoD test
replenishment record), you can add processing resources and extend expiration date.
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When ordering an administrative On/Off CoD test replenishment record, you can only modify the
replenishment expiration date. When initially ordering an administrative On/Off CoD test record, if you
selected the Record does not expire option, you will not have the ability to replenish the record because
the record will not expire.

When ordering a CBU replenishment record, you can add processing resources, extend expiration date,
restore real activation and order more tests. If you add processing resources or extend the expiration
date to an active CBU, these changes are made immediately available without having to deactivate and
reactivate an active CBU. However, to extend a real activation, you need to deactivate the CBU real
activation you are using, and then activate the CBU real again. This is also true for test CBU activations;
you cannot extend a test with another test, you must deactivate in between.

For On/Off CoD records, in addition to manually ordering a replenishment record to extend the expiration
date, you can also automatically renew an installed record by enabling the automatic renewal function.
(This is the default setting.) You can enable or disable the automatic renewal function for an On/Off CoD
record at any time from the On/Off CoD record page. Manually ordering a replenishment record will block
the generation of automatic renewal records until the manually generated record has been cancelled or
applied.

There are eight slots available for installed or active upgrade records. When you order a replenishment
record, you are using the same slot for the order you are replenishing. If you ordered a completely new
record, you would have to wait for an open slot if all were taken.

You can only increase a machines model capacity or processors when ordering a replenishment record.
You cannot decrease the entitlement level for an existing offering.

An authorized orderer can order replenishment records from a machine's Capacity on Demand record
pages.

To replenish an On/Off CoD record, follow these steps:

1. In the Capacity on Demand records section on the Machine profile page, click the record number you
want to replenish. The On/Off CoD record page opens.

The On/Off CoD record page opens.
2. Click Order a replenishment record. The Order On/Off CoD record (Step 1 of 3) page opens.
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3. For the remaining steps, continue to one of the following:

• For On/Off CoD record upgrade without spending limits, go to “2” on page 38
• For On/Off CoD record with prepaid upgrade, go to “2” on page 41
• For On/Off CoD record upgrade with spending limits, go to “2” on page 45
• For administrative On/Off CoD test record, go to “2” on page 48.

To replenish a CBU record, follow these steps:

1. In the Capacity on Demand records section on the Machine profile page, click the CBU record
number you want to replenish.

The Capacity Backup record page opens.
2. There are two types of CBU replenishment records from which you can chose:

• Order more backup capacity or more CBU tests

This choice allows you to select the maximum additional model capacity and specialty engines
that can be activated with this record. In addition, you can select whether you want to purchase
additional CBU test activations, up to a total of 15 test activations.

• Order a contract extension or more CBU tests

This choice allows you to select the number of years you want to extend the CBU contact. The order
will include one CBU test activation for each year you extend the CBU contract, up to a total of 15
test activations. In addition, you can select whether you want to order additional test activations.

Click the type of replenishment record your want to order. The Order Capacity Backup record (Step 1
of 2) page opens.

3. Fill in the appropriate information, then continue to step “3” on page 51.
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How to cancel an upgrade record
You can cancel your CIU, On/Off CoD (post-paid without spending limits), On/Off CoD (prepaid), On/Off
CoD (post-paid with spending limits), On/Off CoD test, administrative On/Off CoD test, CBU, or CPE record
any time before you retrieve it using the Support Element. To cancel your order, following these steps:

1. In the Capacity on Demand record or Permanent upgrades section on the Machine profile page,
click the order number you want to cancel. The order page opens.

2. Click Cancel order. The cancel order page displays asking you to confirm the cancellation.
3. Click Cancel order. The order page displays again. The status information at the top of the page shows

that the order is canceled.
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Chapter 5. Retrieving and installing

After ordering a permanent or temporary record, Resource Link notifies you by email when the upgrade is
ready to download, and the status on the Machine profile page in Resource Link will be Download ready.
You are now ready to retrieve and install the upgrade record.

The retrieve and install functions are performed on the Support Element using system programmer mode.
To manage a staged, installed, activated/deactivated record, the system must be in IML complete state.

If you are retrieving an upgrade record from the support system, ensure you have a connection from the
Support Element to the support system. If you do not have a connection, you will receive a message. The
Remote Service Facility (RSF) must be enabled. To enable the Remote Service Facility, follow these steps:

1. On the Support Element, select the server.
2. In the tasks pad, expand the Remote Customization task list and select Remote Service.
3. Check Enable remote service request.
4. Select how the service call is reported.
5. Click OK.

The information in this chapter assumes that you know how to navigate the HMC and the Support Element
user interface. For information about the user interface, refer to the console help system.

If you are retrieving permanent upgrade records, refer to “Permanent upgrades” on page 59. If you are
retrieving temporary upgrade records, refer to “Temporary upgrades” on page 63.

Permanent upgrades
When retrieving and applying a permanent upgrade record, keep the following information in mind:

• If the installation of permanent LICCC upgrades ordered from your sales representative is in progress
or was recently completed, before subsequently installing a permanent LICCC upgrade ordered from
CIU on Resource Link, carefully consider each upgrade's configuration and the effect they may have on
each other upon installation. Refer to “Considerations for ordering and installing consecutive permanent
LICCC upgrades” on page 4 for detailed information.

• If your upgrade record is located on the support system, you can either retrieve and apply (activate) the
upgrade record using one task or using two separate tasks. When using two tasks, the first task retrieves
and stages the upgrade record on the Support Element. Then, whenever you are ready, the second task
activates the upgrade record.

• You can view any installed or staged permanent upgrade record using the Display processor upgrade
data (installed and staged) task on the Perform Model Conversion window. A Display Processor
Upgrade Data window similar to the following opens:
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To retrieve a permanent upgrade record, follow these steps:

1. Log onto the HMC in system programmer mode.
2. Using the expand icon (+) in the navigation toolbar, expand the Systems Management nodes in the

navigation pane and select the server. For information on the HMC user interface, refer to the console
help system.

3. From the tasks pad, click Configuration and Perform Model Conversion. The Perform Model
Conversion window opens:
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4. Use one of the following methods to retrieve and apply (install) a permanent upgrade record:

• Retrieve and immediately apply the permanent upgrade record
• Retrieve the permanent upgrade record and apply it at a later time.

Note: In all methods, the upgrade is performed concurrently, if possible; otherwise it becomes
activated after the next IML.

If there are activated temporary upgrade records, you can either manually run the precheck function
or let it run automatically. The precheck function runs automatically when you choose to retrieve and
apply the permanent upgrade record at the same time.

 

• To retrieve your upgrade data from the support system and apply (install) it immediately:

a. From the Perform Model Conversion window, click Permanent upgrades, Retrieve and apply,
and Processor/memory upgrade data from support system.

b. On the Customer Initiated Upgrade Order Activation Number window, enter the order
activation number and click OK.

The permanent upgrade record is retrieved. If there are activated temporary upgrade records, the
precheck function automatically runs to determine if there are any conflicts.

If a conflict is detected, the permanent upgrade is not applied and a message window opens
describing the conflict. After resolving the conflict, continue to step “4.d” on page 62 to apply
the permanent upgrade.

If a conflict is not detected, the permanent upgrade is applied.

 

If you increase permanent capacity while On/Off CoD resources are active, any active On/Off
resources of the same type are used to satisfy the permanent upgrade.

• To retrieve your upgrade data from the support system and install it at a later time:

a. From the Perform Model Conversion window, click Permanent upgrades and Retrieve
processor/memory upgrade data but do not apply.

b. On the Customer Initiated Upgrade Order Activation Number window, enter the order
activation number and click OK.

The upgrade record is retrieved and stored on the Support Element hard drive to be installed at a
later time.

If you decide you do not want to apply the upgrade record, contact IBM support who will dispatch
someone to remove the record.
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c. When you are ready to apply the upgrade record you previously retrieved AND no temporary
upgrade records are activated, the Perform precheck on staged upgrade tasks displays in the
Perform Model Conversion window, but it is greyed out. This means that a permanent upgrade
record is staged, but no temporary upgrade records are activated. Therefore, the precheck
function is not necessary.

i) Click Permanent upgrades and Apply processor/memory upgrade data (previously
retrieved). The permanent upgrade records are now installed.

d. When you are ready to apply the upgrade record you previously retrieved AND temporary upgrade
records are activated or if you need to verify that a previous conflict is corrected, the Perform
precheck on staged upgrade task displays in the Perform Model Conversion window. This
allows you to check for any conflicts before applying the permanent upgrade record.
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i) Click Perform precheck on staged upgrade to determine if there are any conflicts. If a conflict
is detected, a message window opens describing the conflict. If a conflict is not detected, a
message window opens saying the precheck was successful.

ii) If the conflict is detected, resolve the conflict and repeat the previous step.
iii) If a conflict is not detected, click Apply processor/memory upgrade data (previously

retrieved). The permanent upgrade is installed.

If you increase permanent capacity while On/Off CoD resources are active, any active On/Off
resources of the same type are used to satisfy the permanent upgrade.

5. Purchase billing is generated when the memory or processor upgrade is downloaded and the machine
owner receives an email confirmation that it is downloaded. The Machine profile page in Resource
Link will also reflect the changed status of this record.

If the server is a leased machine, the lease payment is recalculated.

Temporary upgrades
The retrieve, install, and activate tasks for temporary upgrade records are all separate.

Up to eight temporary upgrade records (On/Off CoD, CBU, CPE, System Recovery Boost Upgrade) can be
installed and activated at any given time. However, you can only have one On/Off CoD record activated at
any given time.

To retrieve and install a temporary upgrade record, follow these steps:

1. Log onto the HMC in system programmer mode.
2. Using the expand icon (+) in the navigation toolbar, expand the Systems Management nodes in the

navigation pane and select the server. For information on the HMC user interface, refer to the console
help system.
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3. Expand the Configuration task list and click Perform Model Conversion (located in the Configuration
list). The Perform Model Conversion window, similar to the following, opens:

4. Retrieve your temporary upgrade record from with the support system or from a media device.

• To retrieve your upgrade record from the support system, from the Perform Model Conversion
window, click Temporary upgrades, Retrieve, and Processor upgrade data from support system.

• To retrieve your upgrade data from a USB flash memory drive, from the Perform Model Conversion
window, click Temporary upgrades, Retrieve, and Processor upgrade data from media.

If you are retrieving a replenishment record and the original record is already installed, the
replenishment record is read directly into the installed slot of the record matching the record ID and
added to that record.

If you are retrieving an original record, the record is placed in a staging area so it can be installed at a
later time.

5. Once you are ready to install the upgrade record, from the Perform Model Conversion window, click
Temporary upgrades and Manage. The Temporary Upgrades window opens. In this window, you can
see how many records are installed on the server.
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See Appendix C, “Understanding the content of the Installed Records page in the Temporary Upgrades
window,” on page 117 for details on the fields displayed on the Installed Records page in the
Temporary Upgrades window.

6. To install a record you just retrieved, click the Staged Records tab. The Staged Records page opens:

The table on the Staged Records page lists all the records that are ready to be moved to the installed
area.
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• When a record is in the staged area, any retrieved replenishment records (identified by the same
Record ID) are also loaded into the staged area. When the record in the staged area is selected
to be loaded into the installed area, all the associated replenishment records (records having the
same Record ID) are processed from the staged area and added to the installed record ID. These
replenishment records are processed in the order based on their timestamp. Only one install slot is
used.

Before the records are installed, you will be prompted with the following confirmation message: Are
you sure you want to install this record and all its replenishment records?

• When a record is already in the installed area, any replenishment records (identified by the same
record ID as the record in the installed area) retrieved are read directly into the installed slot of the
record matching the record ID and added to that record.

Note: When you install a replenishment record, the record description on the Support Element is
not updated. The record description on the Support Element shows the original record's description,
including the original expiration date. The new expiration date is reflected in the Record Details
window (in the Record Expiration Date field in the Time Limits area).

7. Select the record you want to install and click Install. The Installed Records page opens showing the
newly installed record.
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Chapter 6. Activating temporary upgrade records

This chapter discusses information you need to about activating a temporary upgrade record. It includes
activation rules and describes the different methods for activating a temporary upgrade record.

Activation rules
• Entitlement is based on permanent capacity.
• Current model position can limit activation capability.
• You can change activation level for active offerings. You cannot activate a CBU record in test mode if it

is already active in real mode or if the number of real activations available is zero. If a record is active in
test mode, you cannot activate a CBU real activation either.

• You can have multiple temporary upgrade records (up to 8) activated at the same time. However, you
can have only one On/Off CoD record activated at any given time.

• When you activate an On/Off CoD upgrade, an indicator is set in the Vital Product Data. This indicator is
part of the Call Home transmission, which is sent on a scheduled basis. A time stamp is placed into Call
Home data when the upgrade is deactivated.

Methods of activation
You can activate a temporary upgrade record using any of the following methods:

• Manually activating an upgrade record using the Support Element.
• Setting up scheduled operations to activate upgrade records
• Using APIs
• z/OS® Capacity Provisioning.

Manually activating using the Support Element
To manually activate an installed upgrade record using the Support Element, follow these steps:

1. From the Perform Model Conversion window, click Temporary upgrades and Manage. The
Temporary Upgrades window opens.
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See Appendix C, “Understanding the content of the Installed Records page in the Temporary Upgrades
window,” on page 117 for details on the fields displayed on the Installed Records page in the
Temporary Upgrades window.

2. If you want to see more details about a record, such as the remaining test/real activations, the
expiration dates, and whether the upgrade is controlled by tokens, select the record and click
Details.... The Record Details window opens.

For On/Off CoD records:
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The data in the Capacity Pools (Remaining) section is determined by the type of On/Off CoD upgrade
record:

• If the On/Off CoD upgrade is not controlled by tokens, the values in the Processor Tokens table and
the value of MSU Tokens is set to N/A.

• If the On/Off CoD upgrade is controlled by tokens, in the Processor Token table, the value of CPs is
set to N/A, and the value of each specialty engine is set to the number of tokens purchased. (A token
represents the activation of one engine of that type for one day.)

MSU Tokens represents the number of tokens of processing capacity available based on the upgrade
configurations and the number of days selected when you placed your order. MSU Tokens applies
to CP engines. For CP engines, a token represents an amount of processing capacity resulting in one
MSU of software cost for one day (an MSU day).

In the Time Limits section for post-paid On/Off CoD records, Record Expiration Date displays the
date the record expires. For prepaid On/Off CoD upgrade records, Record Expiration Date is set to
N/A. For all On/Off CoD upgrade records, Real Activation Days Remaining and Test Activation Days
Remaining is set to N/A.

Note: To change the record description, edit or replace the existing description in the Description
field, and then click Update Description. On the confirmation panel, click OK.

For CBU upgrades:
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If the value of the Status field displays "(Default)" or "(Attention!, Default)," this record is set as the
default CBU record. The default CBU record is used to support the legacy API interface by enabling
the Force activation option on the Change Activation Levels window. (See Step 3 for information on
setting the Force activation option.) Enabling and setting the Force activation option allow the APIs
to activate or deactivate all the resources in the default CBU record. If there is no default CBU record
specified, the oldest CBU record is used. To set a CBU record as the default CBU record, select the Set
as Default CBU button located at the bottom of the Record Details window.

In the Capacity Pools (Remaining) section for a CBU record, Processor Tokens and MSU Tokens
are set to N/A. Real Activations and Test Activations display the number of real or test activations
remaining for this upgrade record.

In the Time Limits section for a CBU record, Record Expiration Date displays the date the record
expires. Real Activation Days Remaining and Test Activation Days Remaining display the number
of days allowed for a real or test activation, if the record is not active. Otherwise, Real Activation
Days Remaining and Test Activation Days Remaining display the number of days remaining for the
activation.

Note: To change the record description, edit or replace the existing description in the Description
field, and then click Update Description. On the confirmation panel, click OK.

3. To activate processors in a record, select the record and click Add processors.... (You can perform this
task from either the Temporary Upgrades window or the Record Details window.) Depending on the
type of record you select, the Change Activation Levels window opens:

For On/Off CoD records:
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For CBU records:
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The table shows all the possible target model capacity identifiers that can be activated with this
record. The values in this table are based on the configuration selections you set when you ordered the
record on Resource Link, the current permanent configuration, and the available PUs in the system.

The Processors section identifies the count for each processor type that you can select.

The Activation Options section is visible for records that allow test activations. If a record is already
activated for test, it must be deactivated prior to real activation.

Force activation is only available for CBU records and can only be set on the default CBU record.
(Refer back to Step 1 for information on setting the default CBU record.) It is supported for legacy CBU
activations because legacy activations did not allow the user to specify levels. If the Force activation
is checked, the record is activated to its maximum regardless of what resources are available. That
is, the CP table refreshes with a single entry with the maximum values for the record and the other
processor types are automatically restricted to their maximum LICCC values. The machine will activate
as many resources as it can based on what is available and the remaining resources become pending
PUs. Pending PUs become active as soon as resource become available. (This information can be seen
on the Records Details window.)

4. Make your changes and click OK. A window opens showing the new activation levels you selected.
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5. If you want to continue with the changes you made, click Yes.

The changes you made are now active and are reflected in the Temporary Upgrades window.
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Setting up scheduled operation to activate an upgrade record
Using the Customize Scheduled Operations task on the Support Element, you can set up a scheduled
operation to activate and deactivate an On/Off CoD record. However, when you use this task, all resources
in the On/Off record are activated or deactivated. You cannot partially activate or deactivate capacity or
specialty engines.

To set up a scheduled operation, follow these steps:

1. On the Support Element, select the appropriate server.
2. From the Tasks pad, click Operational Customization and Customize Schedule Operations.
3. From the Customize Scheduled Operations window, click Options and New.
4. From the Add a Scheduled Operation window, select Activate or deactivate processor resources in

an OOCoD record and click OK.
5. From the Set up a Scheduled Operation window, fill in the appropriate information on the Date and

Time page, Repeat page, and Options page.

• On the Date and Time page, enter the date and time you want to activate or deactivate the record.

You can also select a time window value. If an existing conditions prevents the activate or
deactivation of the record, an attempt to activate or deactivate will be made within this time window
value.

• On the Repeat page, you can set up criteria to have the activation or deactivation repeated.
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• On the Options page:

a. Select the function you want performed – activate or deactivate.
b. In the Installed OOCoD Records table, select the specific record you want to activate or

deactivate.
c. Click Save.

Using SNMP and HMC Web Services APIs to activate an upgrade record
Before using SNMP and HMC Web Services APIs to process temporary capacity records, you must first
ensure that the HMC and Support Element are enabled to process SNMP and HMC Web Services APIs
requests. Then you must enable the function that allows capacity changes through API requests.

For SNMP APIs:

• On the Support Element, open the Customize API Settings task, select the Enable SNMP APIs option,
select the Allow capacity change API requests option, and click OK.

For HMC Web Services APIs:

• On the HMC, open the Customize API Settings task. Select the tab for the Web Services API, and
enable the API. Authorize the appropriate HMC user to use it.

• On the Support Element, open the Customize API Settings task, select the Allow capacity change API
requests option, and click OK.

The user performing the Customize API Settings task must be assigned the access administrator role.
The user performing the Customize Console Services task must be assigned the access administrator
or system programmer role. Hardware Management Console (HMC) and Support Element (SE) (version
2.12.1 or later) information can be found on the console help system.

Using SNMP APIs
You can use the HWMCA_ADD_CAPACITY_COMMAND and HWMCA_REMOVE_CAPACITY_COMMAND
APIs to allow applications to add and remove temporary capacity for defined CPC objects. You can
use the HWMCA_ACTIVATE_CBU_COMMAND and HWMCA_ACTIVATE_OOCOD_COMMAND APIs to allow
applications to activate a CBU or On/Off CoD record for a defined CPC object.

When activating a CBU record, the API activates all the resource in the default CBU record. If there is
no default CBU record specified, the oldest CBU record is used. To set a CBU record as the default CBU
record, select the Set as Default CBU button located at the bottom of the Record Details window.

Refer to SNMP Application Programming Interfaces for details on these Command APIs.

Using HMC Web Services APIs
With the HMC Web Services APIs, you can use the Add Temporary Capacity and Remove Temporary
Capacity requests to add and remove temporary capacity for a CPC. These operations are targeted at the
CPC object to be affected. You can also use API operations such as List CPCs to locate the URIs of the
CPC desired, and then invoke the Add Temporary Capacity or Remove Temporary Capacity operation
using that CPC's URI.

Refer to Hardware Management Console Web Services API for details on the CPC object and the Add
Temporary Capacity or Remove Temporary Capacity operations on it.

Using z/OS Capacity Provisioning
z/OS Capacity Provisioning gives the customer a flexible and automated process to control the
configuration and activation of On/Off CoD records.

z/OS MVS™ Capacity provisioning allows you to set up rules defining the circumstances under which
additional capacity should be provisioned in order to fulfill a specific business need. The rules are based
on criteria, such as: a specific application, the maximum additional capacity that should be activated,
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time and workload conditions. This support provides a fast response to capacity changes and ensures
sufficient processing power will be available with the least possible delay even if workloads fluctuate.

Refer to the z/OS MVS Capacity Provisioning User's Guide for more information.
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Chapter 7. Deactivating temporary capacity

Deactivating is the process of removing temporary processors or decreasing temporary model capacity.
Deactivation can be performed manually or automatically upon expiration.

When you are finished using all or part of a capacity upgrade, you can take action to remove processors
or decrease model capacity using the Support Element. You can only remove activated resources for the
specific offering. You cannot remove dedicated engines or the last of the engine type.

If you deactivate resources back to the base configuration, the activation is complete. (That is, if you
deactivate the last temporary processor, your record is deactivated.) For a CBU and On/Off CoD record, to
add resources again, you must start a new activation. For a On/Off CoD test or CPE record, once the record
is deactivated, it is no longer available for use. You can delete the record.

If you do not manually deactivate the added capacity, the activated resources are automatically
deactivated at expiration time (including any grace period). You will receive daily warning messages
(hardware messages) starting five days in advance of the expiration. Once a temporary record enters the
grace period, the only customer option is to deactivate all resources from this record. You cannot change
the activation level by increasing or decreasing partial resources. If you attempt to partially increase or
decrease resources, you will receive an error indicating the temporary record has expired.

After deactivation, a record remains as an installed record. If you want a record deleted, you must
manually select the record on the Installed Records page and click Delete.

Considerations before deactivating
Before deactivating a record, consider the following:

• If the processors were made available into the shared pool without configuring any processor online
to any logical partition, no preparatory actions are required. Deactivating the active record is sufficient,
all the logical partitions defined with shared processors will fall back to exactly the same situation as
before the record was activated.

• If the processors were made available into the shared pool and reserved processors were configured
online in logical partitions (or a new logical partition with shared processors was activated), they
should be configured offline (or logical partition deactivated) before record deactivation. Otherwise the
logical-to-physical ratio would become different than before the activation of the record, which may
lead to performance issues. Even if there are less physical processors available in the shared pool than
logical shared processors assigned to any logical partition, the record can be deactivated.

• If processors were made available and new dedicated processors were brought online, they should be
configured offline before record deactivation because record deactivation will remove processors only
from the shared pool. If the processor(s) are not configured offline and there are active partitions using
shared processors:

– Deactivation will fail if it would bring the number of processors in the shared pool to zero
– Deactivation will proceed if at least one processor remains in the shared pool. Note that in this case

the ratio of shared logical processors to physical processor will be changed.

Processors are automatically deactivated if either of the following conditions occur:

• A temporary record expires
• Activation days are exceeded.

How to deactivate
To manually deactivate all or part of a temporary upgrade, follow these steps:

1. Log onto the HMC in system programmer mode.
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2. Using the expand icon (+) in the navigation toolbar, expand the Systems Management nodes in the
navigation pane and select the server. For information on the HMC user interface, refer to the console
help system.

3. From the tasks pad, click Configuration and Perform Model Conversion. The Perform Model
Conversion window opens:

4. From the Perform Model Conversion window, click Temporary Upgrades and Manage. The
Temporary Upgrades window opens.
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See Appendix C, “Understanding the content of the Installed Records page in the Temporary Upgrades
window,” on page 117 for details on the fields displayed on the Installed Records page in the
Temporary Upgrades window.

5. Select the active record you want to deactivate and click Remove processors.... The Change
Activation Levels window opens.

Note: When you are deactivating capacity, only the values to which you can "downgrade" are available.

6. Either make your changes (the previous window shows a deactivation of one CP) or click Undo. The
Undo function deactivates all the resources from the record back to the base configuration. Then click
OK. The Temporary Upgrades window opens showing the changes.
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7. View the data and if you want to continue with the changes you made, click Yes.

The changes you made are now active and are reflected in the Temporary Upgrades window.
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Note: If you remove all the temporary processors and decrease the capacity to the permanent
capacity available on this record, the record remains installed for you to modify at a later and the
status changes to "Installed."
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Chapter 8. Deleting temporary Capacity on Demand
records

You can delete staged and installed temporary Capacity on Demand records (On/Off CoD, CBU, CPE,
System Recovery Boost Upgrade) when you no longer want or need them. For example, if you have On/Off
CoD records that support activating more ICFs, but now you want to prevent activating additional ICFs,
then you might want to delete any staged or installed records that support activating more ICFs. Or if you
must discontinue the use of CoD features and remove them from your machine, you typically must delete
all staged and installed temporary CoD records. (See Chapter 11, “Discontinuing and removing Capacity
on Demand features,” on page 93 for details.)

To delete staged and installed records, follow these steps:

1. Log onto the HMC in system programmer mode.
2. Using the expand icon (+) in the navigation toolbar, expand the Systems Management nodes in the

navigation pane and select the server. For information on the HMC user interface, refer to the console
help system.

3. From the tasks pad, click Configuration and Perform Model Conversion. The Perform Model
Conversion window opens:

4. From the Perform Model Conversion window, click Temporary upgrades and Manage. The
Temporary Upgrades window opens.

5. Click the Staged Records tab. The Staged Records page opens.

The table on the Staged Records page lists all the records that are ready to be deleted or installed.
If available, replenishment records (identified by the same Record ID as the original record) are also
shown in this table.
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6. From the Staged Records page, select the records you need to delete and click Delete.

Note: If you delete a record that has replenishment records, the replenishment records are also
deleted.

7. Click the Installed Records tab. The Installed Records page opens.

The table on the Installed Records page lists all the records that are currently installed or active.

8. From the Installed Records page, select the record you need to delete and click Delete.
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Note: If a record that you need to delete is currently active, you must deactivate the record
before deleting it. (Refer to Chapter 7, “Deactivating temporary capacity,” on page 77 for details on
deactivating a record.)

All appropriate staged and installed records are now deleted.
9. Transmit the vital product data (VPD) to the support system using the following steps:

a. Click Cancel on the Temporary Upgrades window and the Perform Model Conversion window to
return to the tasks pad.

b. From the tasks pad, click Configuration and Transmit Vital Product Data.
c. From the Transmit Vital Product Data to IBM window, select support system and click OK.
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Chapter 9. Billing

Permanent upgrades
For permanent upgrade records, you are charged one fee per record based on the price agreement
negotiated for the machine or the record order. Billing begins when you download (retrieve) the
permanent upgrade record to the Support Element.

Temporary upgrades
For temporary upgrades, the billing information is defined in the LICCC record. You are responsible for any
software charges resulting from the activated capacity. The charges will depend on the license agreement
for the particular software product.

For CBU, CPE, and System Recovery Boost Upgrade records, you are charged one fee per record based on
the price agreement negotiated for the machine or the record order. You are billed when you download
(retrieve) the record to the Support Element. Records are priced for hardware. There are no additional
software charges or maintenance charges.

For post-paid On/Off CoD records with no spending limit, when you activate the record, tracking for billing
begins. You pay for what you activate during the activation time. You are charged on a 24-hour basis. For
each month (starting with the month you activated the record), a report is generated; and in the following
month, you are billed for hardware, software, and maintenance charges.

For prepaid On/Off CoD records, when you download the record, hardware billing is initiated. You will be
billed for the total capacity enabled on the record based on the number of token days you requested.
Every 24 hours tokens (corresponding to the upgrade configuration activated) are decremented from the
token pool as they are used. You will be billed for any software and maintenance charges associated with
the activated capacity in the month following the activation.

For post-paid On/Off CoD records with spending limits, when you activate the record, tracking for billing
begins. Every 24 hours, tokens (corresponding to the upgrade configuration activated) are decremented
from the token pool as they are used. For each month (starting with the month you activated the record),
a report is generated; and in the following month, you are billed for the number of tokens used and
for any software and maintenance charges associated with the activated capacity. (NOTE: Software and
maintenance charges incurred are not part of the spending limit the customer identified in the On/Off CoD
record.)

Billing is also based on activation level relative to permanent capacity. If you activate temporary capacity
below the current purchased capacity (referred to as the "high water mark" (HWM)), there are no
hardware charges. However, there may be software and maintenance charges.

Billing is managed via the support system and Resource Link.
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Chapter 10. Monitoring

The chapter explains some of the functions available for you to use to monitor your Capacity on Demand
activity.

STSI instruction
The model-capacity identifer, model-permanent capacity identifer, and model-temporary capacity
identifier information provided by the STSI instruction allows programs to recognize On/Off CoD and
CBU activity. The capacity identifiers correspond to software models.

Model Capacity Identifier equals the base machine capacity + billable capacity (On/Off CoD) +
replacement capacity (CBU and CPE)

Model Permanent Capacity Identifier equals the base machine capacity

Model Temporary Capacity Identifier equals the base machine capacity + billable capacity (On/Off CoD)

You can use the STSI instruction to obtain the model-capacity rating, model-permanent capacity rating,
and model-temporary capacity rating. These capacity factors are the MSU ratings for the corresponding
capacity identifiers. Using these values, you can determine how changing your capacity may impact your
licensing agreements.

SNMP APIs
The following APIs allow registered application to be notified about temporary capacity changes:

• HWMCA_EVENT_CAPACITY_CHANGE notifies the application that the processing capacity for a defined
CPC object has changed.

• HWMCA_EVENT_CAPACITY_RECORD_CHANGE notifies the application that a change has occurred to a
temporary capacity record.

Refer to SNMP Application Programming Interfaces for details.

History of activity on the system
Using the Support Element, you can view the history of actions taken on records for your system within
the last 90 days. To view this history information, follow these steps:

1. From the Support Element, using the expand icon (+) in the navigation toolbar, expand the Systems
Management nodes in the navigation pane and select the server. For information on the Support
Element user interface, refer to the console help system.

2. From the tasks pad, click Configuration and Perform Model Conversion. The Perform Model
Conversion window opens.

3. From the Perform Model Conversion window, click Temporary upgrades and History. The Upgrade
History window opens.
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The actions are identified as:

Activate/Deactivate
Displays when the activation levels were changed for the record.

Install
Displays when the record was moved from the staged area to the installed area.

Replenish
Displays when the record was replenished.

Delete
Displays when the selected record was permanently removed from the system.

Permanent
Displays when a change was made to the permanent LICCC on the system.

Expired
Displays when the record reached its expiration criteria. (Expiration criteria can be: a specific
calendar date, a specific number of days, or a specific number of tokens.)

The entries in the table are initially sorted by the date and time of the changes made to the records.
You can, however, sort the table by any column by clicking the arrow located to the right of the column
header.

4. To view details about a specific action, select the record on the Upgrade History window and click
Details.... The Temporary Upgrade History window opens. Depending on the action of the record
selected, the contents of the Temporary Upgrade History window may include:

• The record ID of the selected record, the action performed on the selected record, the date the
action was performed, the order number associated with the selected record, the ID of the last user
who acted on this record, and the source, Net ID, and NAU
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• The maximum/active model capacity identifier
• Unassigned IFLs
• A table containing the active CPs, and specialty engines installed for the record. For example,

suppose you had a permanent configuration of 7 CPs and a CBU record had 2 active CPs previously.
Then you add 3 more CBU CPs in a second activation. The table would show 5 active CPs (not 3 or
not 12).

For example, when the action of the record is "Activate" or "Deactivate," a Temporary Upgrade History
window similar to the following opens:

When the action of the record is "Delete,""Install," or "Replenish,", a Temporary Upgrade History
window similar to the following opens:

When the action of the record is "Permanent," a Temporary Upgrade History window similar to the
following opens:
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Chapter 11. Discontinuing and removing Capacity on
Demand features

Certain events require that you discontinue your use of one or more of the Capacity on Demand (CoD)
features on a machine and remove those features from the machine. These events include:

• You are upgrading your machine to a newer machine type
• You are selling your machine to another party
• You are returning your machine to IBM or another leasing company
• You no longer wish to participate in the CoD offering
• IBM has withdrawn the machine's CoD features from marketing (not applicable to CBU or CPE features).

These events may require you to deactivate CoD records or delete staged or installed CoD records. For
details on deactivating CoD records, see Chapter 7, “Deactivating temporary capacity,” on page 77. For
details on deleting staged or installed CoD records, see Chapter 8, “Deleting temporary Capacity on
Demand records,” on page 83.

Upgrading your machine
If you are upgrading your machine to a newer machine type server, then the steps you need to perform
prior to the upgrade will differ depending on how the upgrade is being done.

For upgrades where the machine's serial number remains the same, your IBM service representative will
migrate your CoD records to the upgrade machine as part of the upgrade installation. However, prior to
the upgrade, you must complete the following steps:

1. Deactivate any active CoD records
2. Remove the CoD features
3. Transmit or upload vital product data (VPD) to IBM.

This step gives IBM an accurate representation of your machine's current CoD record state prior to
the upgrade. It is especially important for On/Off CoD users to ensure that IBM Resource Link has an
accurate record of all On/Off CoD activity that has occurred on the machine prior to the upgrade being
performed. IBM computes charges for On/Off CoD usage based on information returned with the VPD,
and incomplete VPD could result in incorrect charges.

If your IBM Z upgrade is a "hybrid" or another type of upgrade where your new or upgraded machine has
a different serial number than the original machine, you must complete the following steps for all CoD
records:

1. Deactivate any active CoD records
2. Delete any installed CoD records
3. Delete any staged CoD records
4. Remove the CoD features
5. Transmit or upload vital product data (VPD) to IBM.

New CBU records will be shipped with your upgraded machine. For CPE and prepaid On/Off CoD records,
contact your IBM or Business Partner sales representative and notify them that you will need new records
created and delivered for your upgraded machine. These records cannot be created prior to shipment
of the upgraded machine because the records must be based on the final VPD transmitted to IBM after
the upgrade is performed. You will need to create and install new post-paid On/Off CoD records for your
machine after it is upgraded.
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IBM will create a new CIU machine profile on Resource Link for the upgraded machine. You no longer
need the CIU machine profile for the former machine. Disable the machine profile to remove it from your
list of active machine profiles. See “Disabling a machine profile” on page 95.

Selling your machine to another company
If you are selling your machine to a third party, you must remove all CoD records on the machine,
including CBU and CPE records, prior to uninstalling the machine and transferring it to the new owner.

• Deactivate any active CoD records
• Delete any installed CoD records
• Delete any staged CoD records
• Remove the CoD features
• Transmit or upload vital product data (VPD) to IBM.

You no longer need the machine's CIU machine profile on Resource Link. Disable the machine profile to
remove it from your list of active machine profiles. See “Disabling a machine profile” on page 95.

Returning your leased machine to IBM
If you are returning a leased machine to IBM or another lessor, the temporary CoD records on the
machine must be removed prior to returning it. You must complete the following steps:

• Deactivate any active CoD records
• Delete any installed CoD records
• Delete any staged CoD records
• Remove the CoD features
• Transmit or upload vital product data (VPD) to IBM.

You no longer need the machine's CIU machine profile on Resource Link. Disable the machine profile to
remove it from your list of active machine profiles. See “Disabling a machine profile” on page 95.

IBM withdrawing the machine from marketing
When IBM withdraws a machine from marketing, the right to use post-paid On/Off CoD records typically
is withdrawn. Your right to use prepaid CoD records, such as CBU, CPE, or prepaid On/Off CoD typically
remains until terminated per the terms of the offering. You should check the announcement and offering
terms for details. Unless instructed otherwise by IBM, upon the withdrawal from marketing of your
machine, you must complete following steps:

• Deactivate any active post-paid On/Off CoD records
• Delete any installed post-paid On/Off CoD records
• Delete any staged post-paid On/Off CoD records
• Transmit or upload vital product data (VPD) to IBM.

IBM will disable CIU machine profiles on Resource Link for a withdrawn machine type, typically on the
date when ordering new CoD records is no longer allowed.

Removing the Capacity on Demand features
To remove the Capacity on Demand features, follow these steps:

• Log onto the HMC in system programmer mode.
• Using the expand icon (+) in the navigation toolbar, expand the nodes in the navigation pane and select

the server
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• From the tasks pad, click Recovery and Single Object Operations to open a Support Element session
for the selected server

• Make sure the correct server name is listed and selected, and click Yes
• From the Support Element, expand the nodes in the navigation pane and select the server name
• From the tasks pad, click Configuration and Prepare System for Discontinuance
• Click Yes to confirm the discontinuance on the Prepare System for Discontinuance window.

Disabling a machine profile
Disable a CIU machine profile when you no longer need it. You no longer need a CIU machine profile
when, for example, you discontinue use of and remove the machine's CoD features for any of the events
described in this chapter.

Disabling a machine profile will:

• remove it from the CIU Active machine profiles page on Resource Link
• Remove its ordering options
• Cancel any upgrades or CoD records on order.

Disabling a machine profile does not cancel, deactivate, or delete CoD records currently installed or
staged on the machine. You still need to deactivate the machine's active CoD records and delete its
installed and staged CoD records.

Disabling a machine profile does not delete it. A disabled machine profile remains listed on the CIU
All machine profiles page on Resource Link so you can review its order history, billing history, or other
information if necessary.

To disable a machine profile:

• Open the machine profile on Resource Link.
• Click the Disable machine profile... link in the To update profile link list. Clicking the link will display a
confirmation page.

• Follow the instructions on the confirmation page to confirm disabling the machine profile.
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Appendix A. Status and Messages

This chapter provides useful information for troubleshooting problems you may encounter when you plan
for, order, and activate a permanent upgrade, a On/Off CoD record, a CBU record, or a CPE record.

“ Order status definitions” on page 97 provides explanations of the order status of the upgrade from
ordering to activating to completing. This status is shown on the Machine profile page in Resource Link.

The “Messages ” on page 98 provides product messages with descriptions, in alphanumeric sequence,
that are displayed on the Support Element.

Order status definitions
Activated

The order has been activated.
Cancel denied

A cancellation request received after the order was downloaded is denied and the billing process
continues. Contact your sales representative with any questions.

Canceled
The cancellation request is complete and the order was canceled. New orders can now be created for
the machine.

Cancel requested
You requested to cancel the order. Notification is sent to you verifying the cancellation. New orders
can be created after the cancel request is competed for the order.

Complete
The order has been retrieved, installed and billing is complete.

Deactivated
The order has been deactivated.

Downloaded
The upgrade has been downloaded (retrieved) to the machine. For a permanent upgrade, billing is also
notified.

Download ready
The order is ready for you to download (retrieve) and install using the Hardware Management console.
Downloading requires the order key that was generated for the order.

Installed
The order was detected as installed on the machine, Notification is sent to you. New orders can now
be created for the machine.

Needs customer approval
Pricing set prices for an order that was created without a prenegotiated agreement. The authorized
Resource Link customer user ID is notified that the purchase price needs to be approved or the order
is canceled.

Needs lease quote
A lease agreement is being created for your approval.

Needs price agreement
An order was created without a prenegotiated agreement in place. Your order cannot be retrieved or
activated until there is a price agreement in place. Pricing will negotiate an agreement with you and
the sales representative.

Needs secondary approval
An upgrade order placed for this machine requires a secondary approval or cancellation from an
authorized Resource Link secondary approval user ID. Notification is sent to the authorized approver
when a secondary approval is required.
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New Order
The approved order is being processed in the IBM Service Support System.

Partially installed
Part of the upgrade order was installed. It must be fully installed before new orders can be created for
the machine.

Processing credit
Order entry is processing the order.

Staging order
This order is now being processed in the IBM Service Support System. Authorized users will be
notified by email when the order is ready to be retrieved.

Messages
This topic describes the messages displayed on the Support Element by the Capacity on Demand
offerings during retrieve, installation, activation, and deactivation. The messages and descriptions are
in alphanumeric sequence by message identifier.

Message format
The message format is:

ACTnnns text 

nnn
Is the message serial number.

s
Is the type code:
E

Error. The user must perform a specific action.
I

Information. No operator action is required.
Q

Question. Requires a response or action.
W

Warning. A process is pending. Determine and perform an action.
text

Is the message text.

Message list
ACT37111E Warmstart error

Explanation
A problem was detected while updating the
configuration.

User response
It is strongly recommended that you reboot the
Support Element now to complete the configuration
update. Failure to reboot the Support Element
will preserve configuration data mismatches and
unexpected system performance problems.

ACT37112E I390 sync error

Explanation
A problem was detected while trying to update the
configuration concurrently.

User response
Please retry the operation. If a subsequent retry fails,
then the operation must be completed disruptively.
Contact your next level of support.

ACT37113I VPD information
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Explanation
Update of the hardware configuration and VPD was
successful.

User response
None.

ACT37114E VPD error

Explanation
A problem was detected while updating the
configuration and VPD. The hardware configuration
and VPD may not have been updated.

User response
Ensure that the configuration and VPD have been
updated and try the operation again.

ACT37115E VPD error

Explanation
Update of the hardware configuration and VPD cannot
be done on this machine type.

User response
Try the operation on a valid machine type.

ACT37116Q VPD

Explanation
Update the hardware configuration and vital product
data to reflect the current LICCC data.

User response
Click OK to update the hardware configuration and
VPD.

ACT37130Q Test initial

Explanation
A test will be performed to determine if various system
FRUs meet minimum serviceability requirements.

User response
Click OK to start the test and display messages
indicating the results.

ACT37131I Test OK

Explanation
The MSQ processor test indicates acceptable
hardware.

User response
None.

ACT37132E Spare PUs

Explanation
There are insufficient spare PUs available. The MSQ
test fails.

User response
None.

ACT37133E Test failure

Explanation
A problem was detected during the MSQ processor
test. The test could not be completed.

User response
None.

ACT37142I Add successful

Explanation
The Flexible Memory Option feature was added
successfully.

User response
None.

ACT37143E Add error

Explanation
An error occurred while installing the Flexible Memory
Option feature.

User response
Try the operation again. If the error continues, contact
your next level of support.

ACT37144I Remove successful

Explanation
Remove of the Flexible Memory Option feature was
successful.
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User response
None.

ACT37145E Remove error

Explanation
Remove of the Flexible Memory Option feature was
unsuccessful.

User response
Try the operation again. If the error continues, contact
your next level of support.

ACT37146W IML warning

Explanation
The selected operation cannot be processed at this
time because a required IML was never completed
after a previous configuration update.

User response
Please IML your system and retry the operation.

ACT37150W CBU busy

Explanation
The requested operation cannot be done at this time
because a mirror operation is in progress.

User response
Please try again in approximately 10 minutes.

ACT37151E CBU error

Explanation
An error was encountered requiring the SE to be
rebooted.

User response
Reboot the Support Element.

ACT37152I Completion successful

Explanation
Requested function completed successfully.

User response
None.

ACT37153W User cancelled

Explanation
Request was cancelled.

User response
None.

ACT37155W Undo CBU LPAR

Explanation
Undo temporary upgrade was selected from the
Perform Model Conversion window. Ensure that at
least {0} logically dedicated General Purpose (GP) CPs,
{1} ICF CPs, {2} zAAPs, {3} IFLs and {4} zIIPs are
configured offline.

You need at least one nondedicated GP CP, ICF CP,
zAAP, IFL, or zIIP for any logical partitions using
shared GP CPs, ICF CPs, zAAPs, IFLs or zIIPs.

User response
Click OK to continue. Click Cancel if you do not want to
perform the Undo now.

ACT37160E Internal error

Explanation
Error detected performing the requested function.

User response
Try the operation again. If the problem continues,
contact your next level of support.

ACT37161W Disable CP Assist for
Cryptographic Functions

Explanation
The IBM CP Assist for Cryptographic Functions
(CPACF) feature will be removed from the system.
Operating systems and applications utilizing these
functions may become unpredictable and fail.

Some functions of Integrated Cryptographic Service
Facility (ICSF) may fail. See the ICSF Application
Programmer’s Guide for more information.

Some Linux kernel and application cryptographic
functions may become unusable. Linux images should
be shut down gracefully before removal of CPACF
functions.
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User response
Click OK to continue to process the new LICCC data.
Click Cancel if you do not want to process the new
LICCC at this time.

ACT37167W Memory successful

Explanation
The system was successfully updated with the new
MCM and memory LICCC data. The system was able
to complete the MCM upgrade concurrently. However,
the upgrade will not take effect until the next IML is
performed.

User response
Perform a system IML to initiate the MCM upgrade.

ACT37169W IOCDS active

Explanation
The request cannot be performed while the D0 IOCDS
is active.

User response
Re-IML with another IOCDS and retry the operation.

ACT37170W Disruptive OK

Explanation
The system was successfully updated with the new
LICCC data. However, validation of the new LICCC
data will not occur until the next Power on Reset
(POR). Incorrect LICCC data will severely affect system
performance.

User response
It is strongly recommended that you perform a
Power On Reset via a disruptive CPC deactivation and
activation to verify the new LICCC data.

ACT37171E Function failed

Explanation
The operation cannot be performed in a timely
manner.

User response
Try the operation again. If the problem continues,
contact your next level of support.

ACT37172W IML required

Explanation
The system was successfully updated with the new
LICCC data. However, validation of the new LICCC data
will not occur until the next IML. Incorrect LICCC data
will severely affect the system performance. Failure to
do a POR after an Undo of a temporary upgrade will
prevent successful upgrades in the future.

User response
It is strongly recommended that you perform a Power
On Reset to verify the new LICCC data.

ACT37173E LICCC data corrupted

Explanation
The request was not performed because the LICCC
data is corrupted.

User response
Contact IBM to have your system updated.

ACT37174E Machine state

Explanation
The request cannot be performed in the power-off
state.

User response
Power on and retry the operation.

ACT37175E No spare

Explanation
The request cannot be performed at this time because
there is no available hardware to support the LICCC
upgrade.

User response
Try the operation again at a later time.

ACT37176E Not enabled

Explanation
The request cannot be performed until the feature is
enabled.

User response
Contact IBM to have your system updated.

ACT37177W Upgrade warning
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Explanation
Although the upgrade was successful, it will be lost
after the next IML due to a Support Element problem.
The next IML will restore the system back to its
original configuration.

User response
Perform an IML to restore the system back to its
original configuration.

ACT37178W Partial error

Explanation
Only a partial upgrade was performed. There is
insufficient hardware available for the requested
LICCC upgrade.

User response
None.

ACT37179E Partial success

Explanation
Request was partially successful. Detected errors were
logged.

User response
Refer to the error log.

ACT37180E System resources are insufficient

Explanation
System resources are insufficient to perform this
operation.

User response
Ensure that all the resources requested to be removed
are not in use. See hardware messages for details.
Contact your system programmer for assistance.

ACT37181E System resources are insufficient

Explanation
Ensure that no more than {0} logically dedicated
General Purpose (GP) CPs, {1} ICF CPs, {2} zAAPs, {3}
IFLs, and {4} zIIPs are configured online. You need at
least one nondedicated GP CP, ICF CP, zAAP, IFL, or
zIIP for any logical partitions using shared GP CPs, ICF
CPs zAAPs, IFLs, or zIIPs respectively.

User response
Contact your system programmer.

ACT37182E Data corrupted

Explanation
The request was not performed because the retrieved
data from the support system is corrupted.

User response
Contact IBM for assistance.

ACT37183E Retrieve error

Explanation
An error was detected trying to retrieve data from the
support system.

User response
Contact IBM for assistance.

ACT37184E No data

Explanation
No data was retrieved from the support system.

User response
Contact IBM for assistance.

ACT37186W Retry

Explanation
Request to apply the CIU On/Off CoD was canceled by
the user and, therefore, deleted from the system.

User response
Contact IBM for assistance.

ACT37188E System degraded

Explanation
The request cannot be done at this time because the
system is currently degraded.

User response
Correct the problem and retry the operation.

ACT37190W TVM mode active
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Explanation
The request cannot be performed while TVM mode is
active.

User response
Try the request at a later time.

ACT37191E Request not authorized

Explanation
The request was not performed because the feature
data would decrease system performance if activated.

User response
Contact IBM to have your system updated.

ACT37192E Request not authorized

Explanation
The request was not performed because the LICCC
data is corrupted.

User response
Contact IBM to have your system updated.

ACT37193E Not authorized

Explanation
The request was not performed because the feature
data would downgrade the MCM configuration if
activated.

User response
Contact IBM to have your system updated.

ACT37194E Not authorized

Explanation
Request failed due to missing or invalid LICCC data.

User response
Contact IBM to have your system updated.

ACT37195E Not authorized

Explanation
The request was not performed because the LICCC
data is not authorized for this system.

User response
Contact IBM to have your system updated.

ACT37197E Not authorized

Explanation
The request was not performed because the LICCC
data was previously used.

User response
Contact IBM to have your system updated.

ACT37198E No telephone server

Explanation
The system was unable to connect to the support
system because there was no available phone server.

User response
Retry the request when a phone server becomes
available.

ACT37199E No RSF connection

Explanation
The system was unable to connect to the support
system because there was no RSF connection.

User response
Restore your RSF connection, and retry the request.

ACT37200W Pending data

Explanation
New Customer Initiated Upgrade data cannot be
retrieved because previously retrieved unapplied data
has been detected.

User response
Apply or remove existing upgrade data before
retrieving additional upgrade data.

ACT37201I No data available

Explanation
Customer Initiated Upgrade data is not present on the
system.
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User response
Contact your next level of support.

ACT37202W No telephone server

Explanation
Customer Initiated Upgrade data cannot be retrieved
because your system is not registered as a phone
server.

User response
Register your server as a phone server, and retry the
request.

ACT37203W No data

Explanation
There is no retrieved Customer Initiated Upgrade
data to be applied. Only unapplied upgrades can be
removed.

User response
None.

ACT37204W Retrieve warning

Explanation
Defective PUs have been detected while retrieving
Customer Initiated Upgrade data. It is strongly
recommended that you replace the MCM prior to
retrieving the CIU data.

User response
Click OK if you want to continue with CIU. Click Cancel
if you do not want to retrieve the CIU data.

ACT37204I Order not valid

Explanation
An incorrect customer order number was entered.

User response
Enter the correct order number or contact IBM for
assistance.

ACT37206W Activate CBU

Explanation
This CBU activation is not a test CBU.

User response
Click OK to continue with the request. Click Cancel if
you do not want to continue.

ACT37207E Reboot

Explanation
A problem was detected while updating the
configuration. It is strongly recommended that you
perform a Power On Reset after rebooting the Support
Element to complete the configuration update. Failure
to perform both operations will preserve configuration
data mismatches and unexpected system performance
problems.

User response
Reboot the Support Element and perform a Power On
Reset to complete the configuration update.

ACT37208W Add hardware

Explanation
Before beginning the Book operation, required
hardware and software must be available.

User response
Verify that all the required hardware and software is
available. The following FRUs are needed to complete
this operation:

{0}

ACT37209W Service pending

Explanation
This system has outstanding service pending. You may
wish to postpone this operation until the service has
been completed.

User response
Click OK to continue or Cancel to exit this operation.

ACT37210W Fenced

Explanation
The system has fenced books.

User response
Please correct this before trying the requested
function.

ACT37211E Feature data corrupted
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Explanation
The request was not performed because the feature
data is corrupted.

User response
Contact IBM to have your system updated.

ACT37212E Feature data not valid

Explanation
Request failed due to missing or invalid feature data.

User response
Contact IBM to have your system updated.

ACT37213E Flexible memory option error

Explanation
The Flexible Memory Option feature cannot be
installed due to insufficient memory.

User response
Contact IBM to have your system updated.

ACT37214I Memory downgrade

Explanation
The requested operation cannot be completed at this
time. The request to downgrade the system is a
disruptive action.

User response
If you want to continue, deactivate the system, power
on the CPC, and retry the operation.

ACT37215I Remove media

Explanation
The media must be removed from the device.

User response
Remove the media from the device.

ACT37222W Disruptive partial upgrade

Explanation
Only a partial upgrade was performed. There is
insufficient hardware available for the requested

LICCC upgrade. Validation of the new LICCC data will
not occur until the next IML.

User response
None.

ACT37223E Time out

Explanation
Unable to establish connection to the support system.

User response
None.

ACT37224I Insert media

Explanation
Please ensure that the media has been inserted in the
device.

User response
Click OK to continue or Cancel to exit.

ACT37225E Not prepared

Explanation
The request cannot be done at this time. The system
is not ready for any Enhanced Book Availability
operations at this time.

User response
Perform the Prepare for Enhanced Book Availability
operation to determine the corrective actions.

ACT37226E Target error

Explanation
The request cannot be done at this time. The system is
not ready for the Enhanced Book Availability operation
on the targeted book.

User response
Perform the Prepare for Enhanced Book Availability
operation to determine the corrective actions.

ACT37227E Next level retry

Explanation
Error detected performing the requested function.
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User response
Contact IBM for assistance.

ACT37228E Next level no retry

Explanation
Error detected performing the requested function. This
function should not be retried.

User response
Contact IBM for assistance.

ACT37229I Reseat book

Explanation
A problem was encountered while applying power to
the target book. It is possible the book was not seated
properly when installed. You can reseat the book at
this time and retry the power sequence.

User response
Click OK after reseating the book. Click Cancel to exit
without retrying.

ACT37230I CBU activation profiles

Explanation
Activation profiles may be changed due to the
configuration update.

User response
None.

ACT37231W Memory degraded

Explanation
The system detected degraded memory.

It is strongly recommended that you cancel this
request and service this system prior to upgrading
system memory.

User response
Click OK to continue the memory upgrade request and
process the new LICCC data. Validation of the new
LICCC data will not occur until the next IML. Click
Cancel if you do not want to upgrade memory at this
time.

ACT37232W Incorrect memory

Explanation
The requested memory upgrade cannot be done
concurrently because the system is not in the correct
Power on Reset state.

User response
Click OK to continue the memory upgrade request and
process the new LICCC data. Validation of the new
LICCC data will not occur until the next IML. Click
Cancel if you do not want to upgrade memory at this
time.

ACT37233W Add Hardware MRU missing

Explanation
Add Book Hardware processing cannot continue until
the second MRU is installed on the system.

User response
Install the required MRU and retry the action.

ACT37234W Add Hardware Power error

Explanation
System power is required for processing any book
updates. If system power is on and the request was
to Add Book Hardware, then the power system must
be upgraded in order to support the additional book.

User response
Power on the system and retry this action.

ACT37235W Add Hardware DCA error

Explanation
A DCA plugging error was detected. Add Book
Hardware processing cannot continue until the DCA
cabling is corrected.

User response
Correct the DCA plugging and retry this action.

ACT37236I Fanout card rebalancing

Explanation
You have successfully completed an Add Book
Hardware procedure. Determine whether you would
like to continue with the fanout card rebalancing.
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User response
Click Yes to continue with the fanout card rebalancing.
Otherwise, click No.

ACT37237E Replug cables

Explanation
During the FRU activation, STI cables have been
detected to be misplugged.

User response
Check the labels on your STI cables and replug them
in the same positions they were prior to starting this
Enhanced Book Availability (memory add) operation.
Click OK to continue after replugging the STI cables in
the correct locations as per the labels.

ACT37238E Unsupported hardware

Explanation
The system was successfully updated with the new
LICCC data. However, the request to reset the capacity
marker data was not performed because the data file
does not match this system or because the capacity
marker values in the data file are incorrect. Your
system needs to be updated.

User response
Contact IBM to have your system updated.

ACT37242E On/Off CoD activated

Explanation
The On/Off CoD order cannot be removed because it
has already been activated on the system.

User response
None.

ACT37243E Timeout

Explanation
The request could not be performed because the
system was unable to connect to the support system in
a timely manner.

User response
None.

ACT37245W Machine state

Explanation
The system is not in the required state to perform
the requested operation. System is not powered on
complete.

User response
Power on your system and retry the operaiton.

ACT37246W Service required warning

Explanation
The system is not in the required state to perform the
requested operation. Service required is pending.

User response
Repair the service required action and retry the
operaiton.

ACT37247W Memory degraded

Explanation
The system is not in the required state to perform the
requested operation. Memory is degraded.

User response
Repair the memory and retry the operation.

ACT37248W Processors pending warning

Explanation
The system is not in the required state to perform
the requested operation. The system has processors
pending activation from a previous temporary
processor activation request.

User response
Deactivate enough temporary processors to satisfy the
pending state or wait until resources become available
and retry the operation.

ACT37249W Missing file

Explanation
The system cannot perform the requested operation
because the required input data was not found.

User response
None.

ACT37258W Invalid CP-KCID warning
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Explanation
The system cannot perform the requested operation
because the input data has an invalid CP-KCID
combination.

User response
Contact IBM for new upgrade data.

ACT37259W Invalid maximum processors

Explanation
The system cannot perform the requested operation
because the input data has a maximum processor
value.

User response
Contact IBM for new upgrade data.

ACT37260W Invalid maximum processors

Explanation
The system cannot perform the requested operation
because the input data has a maximum processor
value that is not consistent with the current book
configuration.

User response
Contact IBM for new upgrade data.

ACT37261W Invalid SAP processors

Explanation
The system cannot perform the requested operation
because the input data has an invalid SAP processor
value that is not consistent with the current book
configuration.

User response
Contact IBM for new upgrade data.

ACT37262W Not Power On Reset

Explanation
The system is not in the required state to perform the
requested operation. System is not in Power On Reset
complete state.

User response
Power On Reset your system and retry the operation.

ACT37263W Invalid KCID

Explanation
The system cannot perform the requested operation
because the input data has an invalid capacity marker
value.

User response
Contact IBM for new upgrade data.

ACT37264W Invalid maximum purchased CPUs

Explanation
The system cannot perform the requested operation
because the input data has an invalid maximum
purchased CPUs value.

User response
Contact IBM for new upgrade data.

ACT37265W Invalid maximum purchased KCID

Explanation
The system cannot perform the requested operation
because the input data has an invalid maximum
purchased capacity marker value.

User response
Contact IBM for new upgrade data.

ACT37266W Invalid CP and SAP combinations

Explanation
The system cannot perform the requested operation
because the input data has an invalid maximum
processor and SAP processors combination.

User response
Contact IBM for new upgrade data.

ACT37267W No memory size

Explanation
The system cannot perform the requested operation
because the input data has no memory size defined.

User response
Contact IBM for new upgrade data.

ACT37268E Exceeding physical memory
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Explanation
The system cannot perform the requested operation
because the processor LICCC upgrade data exceeds
the physical capacity of processor hardware.

User response
Contact IBM for assistance.

ACT37269E No media selection

Explanation
A media type was not selected.

User response
Select a media type and click OK.

ACT37270W Successful upgrade

Explanation
The permanent upgrade activation was successful.
However, some or all resources from an active
temporary billable record (On/Off CoD) were converted
to permanent to fulfill the request.

User response
To view the latest temporary processor configuration,
from the Perform Model Conversion window, select
the Manage option. If zero resources are active for
this temporary billable record, deactivate the record
by using the Undo button.

ACT37271E Authorization error

Explanation
The requested activation could not be performed
because the record is not authorized for the
configuration changes requested or the specified
target configuration does not exist.

User response
Retry again with less resources.

ACT37272E On/Off CoD error

Explanation
The requested activation could not be performed
because only one billable capacity record can be active
in the system at a time. The active billable record must
be deactivated (Undo) before activating a new record.

User response
Use the Manage option on the Perform Model
Conversion window to manage the records.

ACT37273E Invalid request

Explanation
The request to install a temporary process record
could not be performed at this time because the
maximum allowed records are already installed.

User response
Use the Manage option on the Perform Model
Conversion window to manage the records.

ACT37274E Invalid state

Explanation
The request to remove a temporary processor record
could not be performed at this time because it is
currently active.

User response
Deactivate the record and try again.

ACT37275E Authorization error

Explanation
The temporary processor record cannot be activated
with the parameters you selected due to one or more
of the following expiration reasons:

• No real or test activations are left for this record
• Insufficient processor/MSU tokens are left in the

token pools
• Record expiration date has been reached
• The number of activation days is exceeded.

User response
Use different activation parameters or contact IBM to
discuss your options about this record.

ACT37276W Confirmation warning

Explanation
Are you sure you want to update the LICCC data?

Origi
nal New

CPs {0} {1}
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Origi
nal New

SAPs {2} {3}

ICFs {4} {5}

IFLs {6} {7}

zAAPs {8} {9}

zIIPs {10} {11}

Model-
Capacity
Identifier

{12} {13}

Memory
(GB)

{14} {15}

Crypto
Assists

Feature

{16} {17}

The memory size will be decreased by the amount of
the HSA. For the actual memory usage sizes, refer to
the Storage Information window.

User response
View the information in the table and click Yes to make
the changes you selected. Otherwise, click No.

ACT37277W Order not valid

Explanation
The requested upgrade cannot be performed because
the order number is required to be eight characters.

User response
Click OK to enter the order number again, or click
Cancel if you do not want to perform this request at
this time.

ACT37280E Operation not performed

Explanation
The permanent LICCC operation could not be
performed at this time because there is a conflict with
the currently active temporary CP resources.

User response
Deactivate some temporary resources and retry this
permanent LICCC operation.

ACT37292W Status ready

Explanation
Upon the selection of a book, the Perform Enhanced
Book Availability request will evacuate resources and
will power off the selected book.

User response
Click OK to continue. If you do not want to perform the
request at this time, click Cancel.

ACT37293I Status ready

Explanation
The Prepare for Enhanced Book Availability has been
performed on Book {0}. The book is ready for the
Prepare for Enhanced Book Availability step.

User response
None.

ACT37294W Confirmation warning

Explanation
The following processor allocation will be made if
OK is selected. Click Cancel if you wish to not make
changes or abort the allocation.

Number of CPUs = {0}
Number of ICFs ={1}
Number of IFLs ={2}
Number of zAAPs = {3}
Number of zIIPs = {4}
PUs not assigned = {5}

User response
Click OK to continue or Cancel to exit.

ACT37295E Reassign not numeric data

Explanation
The data for {0} at Non-Dedicated Count is not of a
numeric format.

User response
Enter the data again.

ACT37296E Reassign column error

Explanation
The total value of {0} for Non-Dedicated Count PUs will
exceed the allowable value of {1}.
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User response
Readjust the entered values in the Non-Dedicated
Count column for the various PUs.

ACT37297E Reassign row error

Explanation
The {0} entry value of {1} would make the total for this
entry greater than the allowed LICCC value of {2} for
this type of PU.

User response
Correct the entered value in the nondedicated PUs row
for {0}.

ACT37298E Book selection no changes

Explanation
You must select a target book for the chosen action.

User response
Select a target book.

ACT37299E Add Book Hardware error

Explanation
An error occurred that prevents the book from being
added.

{0}

User response
Click OK to start removing the hardware. Use the
windows to remove all the hardware in the reverse
order of installation.

ACT37300E Perform Model Conversion error

Explanation
While doing a Perform Model Conversion Hardware
Management Console (HMC) Single Object Operations
on a media device, the following error occurred:

{0} (rc={1})

User response
Click Yes to retry the operation. Click No if you wish to
exit.

ACT37460I No temporary records

Explanation
There are no temporary upgrade records on the
system.

User response
None.

ACT37461Q Delete confirmation

Explanation
• Are you sure you want to permanently remove this

record from the system?

– Record ID: {0}
– Description: {1}

User response
Click Yes to delete. Click No to exit.

ACT37462E Invalid state

Explanation
This record cannot be removed because it is currently
active. If you want to remove this record, you must
deactivate it first.

User response
To deactivate the record, you must remove all the
temporary processors and decrease the capacity to
the permanent capacity available on this record.

ACT37463Q Description confirmation

Explanation
Are you sure you want to change the record
description from {0} to {1}?

User response
Click Yes to change the description. Click No if you
want to leave the description as it is.

ACT37464Q Temporary change confirmation

Explanation
• Are you sure you want to change the activation levels

for this record?

- Record ID: {0}
- Description: {1}
- Activation type: {2}
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Origi
nal New

Model-
Capacity
Identifier

{3} {10}

CPs {4} {11}

SAPs {5} {12}

ICFs {6} {13}

IFLs {7} {14}

zAAPs {8} {15}

zIIPs {9} {16}

User response
View the information in the table and click Yes to make
the changes you selected. Otherwise, click No.

ACT37465Q Install temporary records

Explanation
This is a replenishment record and cannot be installed
by itself. When installing a replenishment record,
the associated new record and all its replenishment
records are installed and one install slot is used. The
replenishment records are applied to the new record
in the order they were placed in the staged area
according to their timestamps.

Would you like to install the associated new record and
all its replenishment records?

User response
Click Yes if you want all replenishment records and the
associated record installed. Otherwise, click No.

ACT37466Q Install temporary records

Explanation
• If a record in the staged area has any replenishment

records (identified by the same record ID), then
when this record is installed, all the replenishment
records with the same record ID will also be
installed and only one install slot will be used. The
replenishment records are applied to the new record
in the order they were placed in the staged area
according to their timestamps.

Are you sure you want to install this record and all its
replenishment records?

- Record ID: {0}
- Description: {1}

User response
Click Yes, if you want all the records installed.
Otherwise, click No.

ACT37467Q Removing staged temporary
records

Explanation
• Are you sure you want to permanently remove this

record and all its replenishments from the system?

- Record ID: {0}
- Description: {1}

User response
Click Yes to remove this record and all its
replenishment records. Otherwise, click No.

ACT37468Q Confirmation

Explanation
Are you sure you want to cancel without saving your
changes?

User response
Click Yes if you do not want to save your changes.
Otherwise, click No.

ACT37469I Message wrapper

Explanation
{0}
{1}

User response
None.

ACT37470I History display

Explanation
There is no upgrade history on the system.

User response
None.

ACT37471I History display

Explanation
Record ID: {0}
Action: {1}
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Date: {2}
Order number: {3}
Source: {4}
Net ID: {5}
NAU: {6}
      {7}
Model-Capacity Identifier for this record: {8}

 

Activated Levels

CPs
SA
Ps

ICF
s

IFL
s

zA
APs

zII
Ps

{9} {10} {11} {12} {13} {14}

User response
None.

ACT37472I History display

Explanation
Action: {0}
Date: {1}
Order number: {2}
Source: {3}
Net ID: {4}
NAU: {5}
{6}
Model-Capacity Identifier: {7}
Maximum Model-Capacity Identifier: {8}
Unassigned IFLs: {9}

 

Activated Levels

CPs
SA
Ps

ICF
s

IFL
s

zA
APs

zII
Ps

{10} {11} {12} {13} {14} {15}

User response
None.

ACT37473I History display

Explanation
Record ID: {0}
Action: {1}
Date: {2}
Order number: {3}
Source: {4}
Net ID: {5}

NAU: {6}
{7}

User response
None.

ACT37474I History display

Explanation
- Record ID: {0}
- Action: {1}
- Date: {2}
- Order number: {3}

User response
None.

ACT37500W Timeout

Explanation
The requested operation cannot be done at this time
because a CDU operation is in progress.

User response
Please try again in approximately 10 minutes.

ACT37501E SE error

Explanation
An error was encountered requiring the SE to be
rebooted.

User response
Reboot the Support Element.

ACT37502W Change Management

Explanation
The requested operation cannot be done at this
time because change management is permanently
disabled.

User response
None.

ACT37503E Internal error

Explanation
An error was encountered acquiring change
management status.
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User response
Try the operation again. If the problem continues,
contact your next level of support.

ACT37519W

Explanation
The requested permanent MES cannot be performed
because one or more temporary records are currently
active. One or more of the following conditions might
display. Resolve all of the conditions and retry the
operation.

• This system has {nn} pending PUs from a previous
CBU activation with force activation option, and
has no available PU. Uncheck the Force activation
checkbox for record ID {ID} and modify this
record's activation levels to remove the pending
PUs condition. Alternatively, you can also remove
the pending resources condition by deactivating
resources from other temporary records.

• The target configuration with the new permanent
MES configuration and the current active temporary
upgrades is outside of valid configuration. Your
current model capacity identifier is {nn} and you tried
to increase the model capacity levels by {nn} steps
and/or {nn} CPs. Deactivate temporary capacity
(by removing temporary CPs, decreasing temporary
model capacity, or performing Undo to deactivate all
the resources) from some or all temporary records
in order to make the permanent upgrade target
configuration valid.

• Not enough available PUs exist in the system.
Deactivate at least {nn} PUs from temporary records.

• One or more active temporary upgrades increased
the model capacity level and the target configuration
results in the model capacity identifiers 713 through

764. Deactivate all temporary model capacity levels
from the following temporary record IDs: {ID1},
{ID2}, ...

• One or more CBU records do not have enough CBU
feature codes left to satisfy the new permanent
configuration. Remove all temporary model capacity
levels,

or {n1} temporary processors from record ID
{ID1}
or {n2} temporary processors from record ID
{ID2}
or {n3} temporary processors from record ID
{ID3}
⋮
Otherwise, contact IBM to discuss your
replenishment options for these records.

Note: You can have up to eight records.
• The new permanent configuration plus the number

of active temporary SAPs exceeds the allowed
maximum. Deactivate at least {nn} SAPs from
temporary records.

User response
Resolve each applicable condition and retry the
operation.

ACT37520I

Explanation
The requested permanent MES can be performed.

User response
None.
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Appendix B. Exporting your profile data

When a CBU is activated, more processors are activated in the system. When making any change to your
activation profiles, it is recommended to export your profiles for safe keeping. You can save profile data to
a USB flash memory drive or hard drive.

To export your profile data, follow these steps:

1. Log onto the HMC in system programmer mode.
2. Expand the nodes in the navigation pane and select the appropriate server.
3. Expand the task list and select Single Object Operations (located in the Recovery task list) to open a

Support Element session for the selected server.
4. Make sure the correct server name is listed and selected, and click Yes.
5. From the Support Element, expand the nodes in the navigation pane and select the server name.
6. Expand the task list and select Export/Import Profile Data (located in the Operational Customization

list). The Export/Import Profiles window opens:

7. Select where you want your profiles exported:

• To hard drive
• To USB flash memory drive.

8. Click OK.
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Appendix C. Understanding the content of the
Installed Records page in the Temporary Upgrades
window

For each record listed on the Installed Records page, three values (Maximum/Pending/Active) display for
the model capacity information (CLIs and CPs) and the specialty engines (SAPs, ICFs, IFL, and zIIPs).

• Maximum = the maximum value of temp resources that can be activated for a given type
• Pending = the number of resources of that type there are pending activation (applies to active CBU

records only)
• Active = the current number of active resources of that type on this record.

For the specialty engines, the numbers always represent the number of engines of that type that fit into
the category. For example, an IFL with the values 4/1/1 mean that the record can activate a maximum of 4
IFLs, has 1 IFL in pending activation state, and has 1 IFL active.

Model capacity has two columns, CLIs and CPs, because of subcapacity engines. Model capacity is
identified by a capacity level and a number of CP engines: 4xx, 5xx, 6xx, and 7xx.
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For example, a 408 is a system running at capacity level 4, with 8 engines active. Because it is possible to
set limits based on either the capacity level or the number of CP engines, two columns are displayed (CLIs
and CPs). The CLI column shows how many capacity level increases the record allows, and the CP column
shows the number of additional CP engines that may be activated by the record. Whether there is a value
in the CLI and CP columns depends on whether the record limits activations by CLI or CP increments. The
CPE offering limits activations based on CP or CLI counts. In the example, a CLI value of 3/0/0 means
that the CPE record may increase the model capacity up to 3 capacity levels. The example machine is a
408, so the CLI column allows the increase of the capacity from a 408 to a 508 (+1 CLI), 608 (+2 CLI),
or 708 (+3 CLI). The CP value of 1/0/0 means that only one additional CP engine may be activated. The
combination of the two columns allows the customer to activate model capacity levels between a 408 and
a 709.

On/Off CoD records always show an * for the CLI and CP Maximum value because the record limits
activations by percentage of capacity increased, not CLI or engine increments. CBU records also show as
an * for the CLI and CP maximum value because the CBU record contains the number of CP features that
can be applied, and a CP feature can be used to increase the number of engines or to increase an engine
any number of capacity levels. It is not a specific limit of engines or capacity levels. The Pending and
Active values for these two offerings are not * because, once activated, the activations can be represented
in terms of a number of capacity levels or CP engines. For example, if the On/Off CoD record was activated
to raise the current 408 capacity to a 609, the record would show a CLI value of */0/2 and a CP value of
*/0/1 because the capacity level was increased 2 levels (4 to 6) and 1 additional CP engine was added.
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Appendix D. Notices

This information was developed for products and services offered in the US.

IBM may not offer the products, services, or features discussed in this document in other countries.
Consult your local IBM representative for information on the products and services currently available in
your area. Any reference to an IBM product, program, or service is not intended to state or imply that
only that IBM product, program, or service may be used. Any functionally equivalent product, program, or
service that does not infringe any IBM intellectual property right may be used instead. However, it is the
user's responsibility to evaluate and verify the operation of any non-IBM product, program, or service.

IBM may have patents or pending patent applications covering subject matter described in this
document. The furnishing of this document does not grant you any license to these patents. You can
send license inquiries, in writing, to:

IBM Director of Licensing         
IBM Corporation
North Castle Drive, MD-NC119
Armonk, NY 10504-1785 
US

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION PROVIDES THIS PUBLICATION "AS IS"
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED
TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Some jurisdictions do not allow disclaimer of express or implied warranties in
certain transactions, therefore, this statement may not apply to you.

This information could include technical inaccuracies or typographical errors. Changes are periodically
made to the information herein; these changes will be incorporated in new editions of the publication.
IBM may make improvements and/or changes in the product(s) and/or the program(s) described in this
publication at any time without notice.

Any references in this information to non-IBM websites are provided for convenience only and do not in
any manner serve as an endorsement of those websites. The materials at those websites are not part of
the materials for this IBM product and use of those websites is at your own risk.

IBM may use or distribute any of the information you provide in any way it believes appropriate without
incurring any obligation to you.

Information concerning non-IBM products was obtained from the suppliers of those products, their
published announcements or other publicly available sources. IBM has not tested those products and
cannot confirm the accuracy of performance, compatibility or any other claims related to non-IBM
products. Questions on the capabilities of non-IBM products should be addressed to the suppliers of
those products.

Statements regarding IBM's future direction or intent are subject to change or withdrawal without notice,
and represent goals and objectives only.

This information contains examples of data and reports used in daily business operations. To illustrate
them as completely as possible, the examples include the names of individuals, companies, brands, and
products. All of these names are fictitious and any similarity to actual people or business enterprise is
entirely coincidental.

Trademarks
IBM, the IBM logo, and ibm.com® are trademarks or registered trademarks of International Business
Machines Corporation, in the United States and/or other countries. Other product and service names
might be trademarks of IBM or other companies. A current list of IBM trademarks is available on http://
www.ibm.com/trademark.
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The registered trademark Linux® is used pursuant to a sublicense from the Linux Foundation, the exclusive
licensee of Linus Torvalds, owner of the mark on a worldwide basis.

Microsoft, Windows, and the Windows logo are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States,
other countries, or both.

Other product and service names might be trademarks of IBM or other companies.

Class A Notices
The following Class A statements apply to this IBM product. The statement for other IBM products
intended for use with this product will appear in their accompanying manuals.

Federal Communications Commission (FCC) Statement
Note: This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class A digital device,
pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against
harmful interference when the equipment is operated in a commercial environment. This equipment
generates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance
with the instruction manual, may cause harmful interference to radio communications. Operation of this
equipment in a residential area is likely to cause harmful interference, in which case the user will be
required to correct the interference at his own expense.

Properly shielded and grounded cables and connectors must be used in order to meet FCC emission
limits. IBM is not responsible for any radio or television interference caused by using other than
recommended cables and connectors or by unauthorized changes or modifications to this equipment.
Unauthorized changes or modifications could void the user's authority to operate the equipment.

This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC rules. Operation is subject to the following two conditions:
(1) this device may not cause harmful interference, and (2) this device must accept any interference
received, including interference that may cause undesired operation.

Industry Canada Compliance Statement
This Class A digital apparatus complies with Canadian ICES-003.

United Kingdom Notice
This product may cause interference if used in residential areas. Such use must be avoided unless the
user takes special measures to reduce electromagnetic emissions to prevent interference to the reception
of radio and television broadcasts.

Avis de conformité à la réglementation d'Industrie Canada
Cet appareil numérique de la classe A est conforme à la norme NMB-003 du Canada.

European Community Compliance Statement
This product is in conformity with the protection requirements of EU Council Directive 2014/30/EU
on the approximation of the laws of the Member States relating to electromagnetic compatibility. IBM
cannot accept responsibility for any failure to satisfy the protection requirements resulting from a non-
recommended modification of the product, including the fitting of non-IBM option cards.

This product has been tested and found to comply with the limits for Class A Information Technology
Equipment according to European Standard EN 55032. The limits for Class A equipment were derived
for commercial and industrial environments to provide reasonable protection against interference with
licensed communication equipment.

European Community contact:
IBM Deutschland GmbH
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Technical Regulations, Department M372
IBM-Allee 1, 71139 Ehningen, Germany 
Tele: +49 (0) 800 225 5423 or +49 (0) 180 331 3233
email:  halloibm@de.ibm.com

Warning: This is a Class A product. In a domestic environment, this product may cause radio interference,
in which case the user may be required to take adequate measures.

VCCI Statement - Japan

The following is a summary of the Japanese VCCI statement above:

This is a Class A product based on the standard of the VCCI Council. If this equipment is used in a
domestic environment, radio interference may occur, in which case the user may be required to take
corrective actions.

Japan Electronics and Information Technology Industries Association (JEITA)
Notice

This statement applies to products less than or equal to 20 A per phase.

These statements apply to products greater than 20 A, single-phase.

These statements apply to products greater than 20 A per phase, three-phase.
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Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) Statement - People's Republic of China

Declaration: This is a Class A product. In a domestic environment, this product may cause radio
interference, in which case the user may need to perform practical action.

Taiwan Notice
CNS 13438:

CNS 15936:

IBM Taiwan Contact Information:

Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) Statement - Korea
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Germany Compliance Statement
Deutschsprachiger EU Hinweis: Hinweis für Geräte der Klasse A EU-Richtlinie zur
Elektromagnetischen Verträglichkeit

Dieses Produkt entspricht den Schutzanforderungen der EU-Richtlinie 2014/30/EU zur Angleichung der
Rechtsvorschriften über die elektromagnetische Verträglichkeit in den EU-Mitgliedsstaaten und hält die
Grenzwerte der EN 55032 Klasse A ein.

Um dieses sicherzustellen, sind die Geräte wie in den Handbüchern beschrieben zu installieren und
zu betreiben. Des Weiteren dürfen auch nur von der IBM empfohlene Kabel angeschlossen werden.
IBM übernimmt keine Verantwortung für die Einhaltung der Schutzanforderungen, wenn das Produkt
ohne Zustimmung von IBM verändert bzw. wenn Erweiterungskomponenten von Fremdherstellern ohne
Empfehlung von IBM gesteckt/eingebaut werden.

EN 55032 Klasse A Geräte müssen mit folgendem Warnhinweis versehen werden:

"Warnung: Dieses ist eine Einrichtung der Klasse A. Diese Einrichtung kann im Wohnbereich Funk-
Störungen verursachen; in diesem Fall kann vom Betreiber verlangt werden, angemessene Maßnahmen
zu ergreifen und dafür aufzukommen."

Deutschland: Einhaltung des Gesetzes über die elektromagnetische Verträglichkeit von Geräten

Dieses Produkt entspricht dem "Gesetz über die elektromagnetische Verträglichkeit von Geräten (EMVG)".
Dies ist die Umsetzung der EU-Richtlinie 2014/30/EU in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland.

Zulassungsbescheinigung laut dem Deutschen Gesetz über die elektromagnetische Verträglichkeit
von Geräten (EMVG) (bzw. der EMC EG Richtlinie 2014/30/EU) für Geräte der Klasse A

Dieses Gerät ist berechtigt, in Übereinstimmung mit dem Deutschen EMVG das EG-Konformitätszeichen -
CE - zu führen.

Verantwortlich für die Einhaltung der EMV Vorschriften ist der Hersteller:
International Business Machines Corp.
New Orchard Road
Armonk, New York 10504
Tel: 914-499-1900

Der verantwortliche Ansprechpartner des Herstellers in der EU ist:
IBM Deutschland GmbH
Technical Regulations, Abteilung M372
IBM-Allee 1, 71139 Ehningen, Germany 
Tel: +49 (0) 800 225 5423 or +49 (0) 180 331 3233
email:  halloibm@de.ibm.com

Generelle Informationen:

Das Gerät erfüllt die Schutzanforderungen nach EN 55024 und EN 55032 Klasse A.

Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) Statement - Russia
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